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A
Abnormal Demand
Definition: An unusually high demand that is outside the limits established by
the organizations policy. This demand may come from different areas such as
new or existing customers own demands, promotion, price or substitution.
Absorption Costing Definition:
An inventoryvaluation approach that treats all manufacturing cost whether fixed
or variable, as product costs.
Activity-Based Costing Acronym: ABC
Definition: A cost management system that allocates the costs of an
organizations resources, activities, drivers, objects and measures in relationship
to products or other bases, such as customers, markets or projects.
ABC Inventory Control
Definition: An inventory control approach using the ABC format or sales
revenue classification of products.
Accelerated Commercial Release Operation Support System Acronym: ACROSS
Definition: An advanced electronic system used by the Canadian Customs to
speed up the release of goods by allowing data to be transmitted at any time.
Acceptable Sampling Plan
Definition: A plan used to indicate the associated accepted or non-accepted
criteria to be used in relationship to a specific sampling size.
Acceptable Quality Level Acronym: AQL
Definition: A representation of the level of quality for the purposes of sampling
is considered the worst tolerable, but still acceptable.
*Acceptance Number
Definition: 1) The cut off number used in acceptance sampling which indicated
if the sampling lot is acceptable or not. 2) The acceptable and non-acceptable
regions divided by all the values in test statistics.

Accessibility
Definition: A carrier’s range as to where they can perform a service from an
origin and destination.
Accessorial Charges
Definition: The extra charges added by the carrier for services such as loading,
unloading, delivery, or any other charges deemed necessary.
Acknowledgement
Definition: In regards to supply chain it is the voluntary communication by a
supplier to a purchaser to inform them that a purchase order has been received.
Accounts Payable, Acronym: A/P
Definition: An accounting term, which represents the value of goods and
services listed as shortterm debt. The value of goods and services acquired for
which payment has not yet been made.
Accounts Receivable Acronym: A/R
Definition: An accounting term, which represents the value of goods shipped or
services that have already been rendered to a customer, who in return has the
obligation to pay the supplier in the near future.
Accounts Receivable Ledger Acronym: ARL
Accountability
Definition: Being responsible for specific work, but not certainly charged
personally.
Accreditation
Definition: The recognition granted to an individual, organization, service or
operational group by a certified body, proving that the general standard of quality
has been met. (Usually in the form of a certificate)
Accredited Standards Committee Acronym: ASC
Definition: a body created by the American National Standards Institute in 1979
to develop the standards for electronic data interchange of documents between
businesses. (The ASC maintains UG generic standards)
Accumulation Bin (Assembly Bin)
Definition: A place used to assemble all the pieces that go into an assembly
before it is sent out to the floor.

Accuracy
Definition: In regards to quality, it is the freedom from defect or error.
Acquisition Cost
Definition: The cost recognized by a company to obtain goods, assets or services.
Active Stock
Definition: A supply chain management term used to classify goods that are in
active pick locations that are ready to be order filled.
Activity
Definition: Behaviors or actions performed by people, equipment, technology or
facilities towards a certain task.
Activity Analysis
Definition: The process of identifying the demands of an activity and cataloging
them for better understanding and documentation.
Activity-Based Budgeting Acronym: ABB
Definition: A budgeting method where activities and driver relationships that
incur costs are accounted for to estimate the requirements and workload as part
of the business plan.
Activity-Based Planning Acronym: ABP
Definition: A strategy used by businesses that is used to determine the type of
activity and resource requirement needed to produce a level of goods and
services. ABP is focuses on the ongoing demand in the marketplace of products
and services.
Activity-Based Management Acronym: ABM
Definition: A procedure using the activity-based costing information resources,
activities, drivers, objects and measures. To identify ways to improve the overall
strategies, operations, manufacturing and distribution of an organization.
*Activity Driver
Definition: A factor that influences or contributes to business operation expenses
by measuring the frequency and intensity of demands placed on an activity.
Activity Level

Definition: A description of the types of activities in relation to the functional
area they are associated with. (i.e. activity levels related to customers may
include customer, channel, market, etc.)
Actual Cost
Definition: The costs of labor, material and overhead for a job as it goes down
the production process.
Actual Cost System
Definition: A system following the actual costing approach which records costs
as they are used in production and allocates indirect costs by achieved volume
of the products and specific costs.
Actual Demand
Definition: Demand indicated by booked customer orders and/or inventory
allocation.
Actual Time of Arrival
Acronym: ATA
Definition: The time a craft reaches a specific destination point.
Actual Time of Departure Acronym: ATD
Definition: The time a craft leaves a specified point.
Administrative Monetary Penalty System Acronym: AMPS
Definition: A system of monetary penalties used by Canada Customs that will
be used against violations of regulations in place.
Ad Valorem Duty
Definition: A type of duty imposed on shipment value by calculating a
percentage of the value.
Advance Commercial Information Acronym: ACI
Definition: An initiative put in place by the CBSA that focuses on advanced
cargo clearance and risk assessment screening to improve trade efficiency.
Advance Filing Rules Acronym: AFR
Definition: A rule that states that shipping companies are to electronically submit
information on containers that are to enter Japan on a vessel, no later than 24
hours before departure from a port of loading.

Advance Material Request
Definition: The request of materials from suppliers before the release of a
product design due to long lead times.
Advanced Planning and Scheduling Acronym: APS
Definition: A manufacturing management process used to analyze and plan
logistics so that manufacturing over the short and long time periods are allocated
to meet demand
Advanced Shipping Notice Acronym: ASN
Definition: A detailed shipment notification sent to a customer to notify them of
pending deliveries. (Individual products and quantities of each and the nature of
the shipment are included. Other shipment information may also be added)
*Agency Tariff
Definition: A rate bureau publication that contains rates for many carriers.
Agent
Definition: A representative given authority to act on behalf of another to
perform business transactions.
Agglomeration
Definition: A net advantage a company gains by sharing a common location with
other companies.
Aggregate Forecast
Definition: An estimate of demands and sales to address a firm’s capacity
requirement
Air Cargo
Definition: Goods carried by air transportation.
Air Cargo Advanced Screening Acronym: ACAS
Definition: A program which was created to provide CBP with data concerning
parties and goods involved in air cargo loading on to a craft at a foreign port.
Air Cargo Agent
Definition: An agent put in charge by an airline that is responsible for all the
processing involved in international airfreight shipments.
Air Waybill

Definition: An official shipping document that is issued by a carrier that covers
the transportation cargo from one airport to the other.
All Risk
Definition: An insurance coverage situation where all risks are covered except
for ones that are specifically specified in the contract.
All Water
Definition: A term used in supply chain management when the freight will be
transported by water completely.
Allocation
Definition: The distribution of costs such as expenses and incomes using
calculations that may be unrelated to noticeable observations.
American National Standards Institute Acronym: ANSI
Definition: A private non-profit organization in charge of fostering the
development and maintenance of US national standards in different areas,
especially in regards to technology.
Anti-Dumping Duty
Definition: A tariff put in place by a domestic government to protect the market,
due to the belief that a foreign import is being priced below the fair market value.
Any-Quantity rate Acronym: AQ
Definition: A rate applied to freight that is being charged per unit, regardless of
the size of the shipment.
Application Program Interface Acronym: API
Definition: A set of programming standards and instructions to build a software
application.
Arrival Notice
Definition: A notice sent from the carrier to the receiving party to notify them of
the shipments arrival date and location.
Asia Pacific Economic Corporation Acronym: APEC
Definition: An economic forum for 21 Pacific Rim members that promotes AsiaPacific free trade
Assemble to Order

Definition: A production strategy that allows goods or services to be assembled
after receipt of a customer orders with the choice of customization to a certain
extent.
Assembly
Definition: A group of parts that are put together to be added to the creation of
the final product.
Assignment
Definition: Cost distribution using causal relationships.
Audit
Definition: The inspection of freight bills to determine the authenticity and
accuracy of the document. (i.e. in reference to freight bills)
Audit Trail
Definition: A surveillance-relevant computerized record that provides proof of
activities and transactions, which have affected the content of a record.
Authorized Economic Operator Acronym: AEO
Definition: A party that plays a role in the movement of goods over international
borders in whatever function approved by the national customs administration
as complying with WCO or an equal supply chain security standards.
Automated Broker Interface Acronym: ABI
Definition: A U.S. Customs program which allows qualified users to file
important information electronically among brokers, importers and carriers.
Automated Call Distribution Acronym: ACD
Definition: A tool used by telephone facilities where incoming calls are
answered by the system and sent to a specific agent or department.
Automated Clearinghouse Acronym: ACH
Definition: An electronic settlement system used by financial Institutions to clear
transactions throughout the day for later batch processing.
Automated Commercial Environment Acronym: ACE
Definition: A trade processing in development by the U.S CBP to replace the
ACS by managing imports and exports with a more modern system. The ACE
will also serve to enhance border security and expedite legitimate trade.

Automated Commercial System Acronym: ACS
Definition: A processing system used by the CBP to track, process and control
imported good to the United States. (This system will be replaced by the ACE)
Automated Export System Acronym: AES
Definition: A system used by United States Exporters, designed to declare
international exports electronically.
Automated Guided Vehicle System Acronym: AGVS
Definition: A materials handling system that is controlled by a computer,
composing of small carts which move the material along a guided path.
Automated Manifest System Acronym: AMS
Definition: A system designed to process electronic air manifests.
Average Cost
Definition: The total cost including fixed and variable components, divided by
the number of goods produced.
Abnormal Demand
Definition: An unusually high demand that is outside the limits established by
the organizations policy. This demand may come from different areas such as
new or existing customers own demands, promotion, price or substitution.
Absorption Costing
Definition: An inventory valuation approach that treats all manufacturing cost
whether fixed or variable, as product costs.
Activity-Based Costing Acronym: ABC
Definition: A cost management system that allocates the costs of an
organizations resources, activities, drivers, objects and measures in relationship
to products or other bases, such as customers, markets or projects.
ABC Inventory Control
Definition: An inventory control approach using the ABC format or sales
revenue classification of products.
Accelerated Commercial Release Operation Support System
Acronym: ACROSS
Definition: An advanced electronic system used by the Canadian Customs to
speed up the release of goods by allowing data to be transmitted at any time.

Acceptable Sampling Plan
Definition: A plan used to indicate the associated accepted or non-accepted
criteria to be used in relationship to a specific sampling size.
Acceptable Quality Level Acronym: AQL
Definition: A representation of the level of quality for the purposes of sampling
is considered the worst tolerable, but still acceptable.
*Acceptance Number
Definition: 1) The cut off number used in acceptance sampling which indicated
if the sampling lot is acceptable or not. 2) The acceptable and
non-acceptable regions divided by all the values in test statistics.
Accessibility
Definition: A carrier’s range as to where they can perform a service from an
origin and destination.

B
Back Order
Definition: An out of stock ordered product that will be shipped when the
product is available.
Backhaul
Definition: The process of returning the freight from the delivered destination
to the point of origin.
Backorder
Definition: The order for a product that is out of
stock by a retailer.
Back sourcing
Definition: The process of bringing an IT function back in-house, after the
contract has expired.
Balanced Scorecard Acronym: BSC
Definition: A strategic planning tool used to measure business performance by
looking at financial and non-financial methods.
Balance of Trade
Definition: The difference in value resulting from comparing a country’s imports
and exports.
Bar Code:
Definition: A system of optical machine-readable characters that are
representations of data.
Bar Coding:
Definition: An automatic identification method of encoding data for fast and
accurate readability.
Barge

Definition: A flat bottom boat that is used to carry freight that generally does not
have its own propulsion mechanism.
Barrier to Entry
Definition: An obstacle that prevents companies from entering into a market.
Barter
Definition: The exchange of goods or services for other goods and services rather
than using money as a form of exchange for the goods or services.
Base Currency
Definition: The currency whose value is placed first when paired with another
currency.
Basing-Point Pricing
Definition: A pricing system where the buyer pays for transportation cost along
with the base price set.
Batch Picking
Definition: The process of combining multiple orders based of product demand
to reduce movement to and from product locations.
Benchmarking
Definition: A measurement of one company’s performance against the processes
and performances of industry leaders for improvement.
Benefit-Cost Ratio
Definition: An indicator used to determine the relationship between the benefits
and initial capital cost.
Bilateral Contract
Definition: A contract where a reciprocal arrangement is made between two
parties to perform an act.
Billing
Definition: Process of generating an invoice to outline the proper rate and total
charges for a shipment and other charges involved.
Bill of Activities:
Definition: A list of activities required to complete a product, service, and other
cost object.

Bill of Lading Acronym: BOL
Definition: A transportation document administered by the carrier of the goods
that contains the details of the shipment.
Bill of Lading Number
Definition: The identification number associated with the bill of lading.
Bill of Lading, Through
Definition: A bill of lading where transference of the goods to another carrier
takes place between the point of origin and destination.
Bill of Material Acronym: BOM
Definition: A list of all the raw materials, parts, assemblies, sub-assemblies and
the quantities of each, needed to create a finished good.
* Bill of Material Accuracy
Definition: Conformity of a list of specified items to administrative
specifications, with all quantities correct.
Bill of Resources
Definition: A list of resources, such as machines, materials and people, needed
for an activity.
Bill of Sale
Definition: A certificated used to transfer ownership of goods or property.
Bin Center
Definition: A small drop off facility for goods.
Blanket Purchase Order
Definition: A term contract made by a customer to a supplier for materials which
multiple delivery dates will be generated to satisfy requirements.
Blanket Rate
Definition: A fixed rate charged over a wide range of items.
Blanket Release
Definition: The permission to ship adhering to a blanket contract.
Blanket Wrap

Definition: A service developed to get rid of packaging material by wrapping the
product in padded blankets so it is not damaged during transit.
Bill of Entry
Definition: A legal document issued by custom authorities detailing the goods
being imported or exported.
Booking
Definition: To reserve space and equipment aboard a transportation vessel for
freight.
Bonded Warehouse
Definition: A warehouse owned by customs where imported goods are held until
the duty owed is paid.
Booking Number
Definition: The number associated with a reserved space by the carrier.
Bottleneck
Definition: A constraint, hindrance or control factor that causes the entire
process to slow down.
Branding
Definition: Identification of a product by through the use of a name, term,
symbol, or a combination of all.
Break-Bulk Acronym: B/B
Definition: The process of separating a bulk load into smaller loads for delivery.
Break-bulk Vessel
Definition: A vessel that is used to transport cargo that has to be loaded
individually.
Break-Even Point
Definition: The level of production where neither a profit nor loss is incurred.
Broker
Definition: 1) A person or a firm in charge of negotiating or agreements on behalf
of another. 2) A firm that leases or owns equipment
Buffer Stock

Definition: Inventory held as back up in case there is a shortage or future
demand.
Build to Inventory
Definition: A system where goods are manufactured in response to forecasted
sales.
Build to Order
Definition: A process of inventory reduction by waiting for an actual customer
order before manufacturing the product.
Bullwhip Effect
Definition: An occurrence that happened in the distribution channel when a
change in the downstream demand generates an extreme change in the upstream
supply position.
* Bundle
Definition: A group of products that are shipped together as an unassembled unit.
Bundling
Definition: The combination of two or more products into one price.
Bunker Adjustment Factor Acronym: BAF
Definition: A charge imposed on shippers to reimburse for the changes in the
price of the ship’s fuel.
Burn Rate
Definition: The rate at which a company uses money to sustain its business
before generating profit from its operations.
Business Continuity Plan Acronym: BCP
Definition: A plan put in place to combat potential threats to a company.
Business Intelligence Acronym: BI
Definition: The analyzing of a firms raw data by different software applications.
Business Logistics
Definition: The part of supply management involving planning, implementing
and controlling the effective flow of goods and services from the beginning to
the delivery.

Business Performance Measurement Acronym: BPM
Definition: A technique of using indicators and goals to monitor performance so
that improvement can be made wherever necessary.
Business Process Outsourcing Acronym: BPO
Definition: The process of contracting with third parties so that they carry out
specific non-core internal and operational functions.
Business Process Reengineering Acronym: BPR
Definition: The redesign and analysis of workflows to achieve improvements in
productivity and optimize end-to-end processes.
Business-to-Business Acronym: B2B
Definition: A commerce transaction of products or services between businesses
rather than business to a consumer.
Business-to-Consumer Acronym: B2C
Definition: A commerce transaction of products or services from a company to
a consumer as the end-user.
Business Unit
Definition: A section of an organization that is treated as a profit center.
Buyer Behavior
Definition: The decision process and acts of an individual or business during a
purchase situation.

C
Canada Border Services Agency Acronym: CBSA
Definition: The federal agency in charge of immigration and border
enforcement, as well as customs services.
Canadian Automated Export Declaration Acronym: CAED Definition:
A program launched by the CBSA to provide a fast inexpensive way of reporting
exported goods.
Canadian Standards Association Acronym:
Definition: A not-for-profit standards firm put in place to develop standards in
57 areas.
Can-Order Point
Definition: An ordering method used when multiple items are ordered from same
vendor.
Capacity Management
Definition: The process used to manage capacity at each level in the organization
to execute all manufacturing schedules.
Capacity Planning
Definition: The process of assuring that needed resources are available to meet
changing demands for its products.
Capital Expenditure Acronym: CAPEX
Definition: Money required by a company to invest in new machines or
equipment to benefit the company over a long period of time.
Capital
Definition: Wealth in the form of resources or money used for a specific purpose
such as investment.
Cargo

Definition: Goods that are carried by some type of transportation.
Carmack Amendment
Definition: A law created by Congress that entails the rights and liabilities of
shippers and common carriers.
Carnet
Definition: A document giving authorization to the importation of goods of a
certain category into a country without the payment of duties. (Also known as a
“Merchandise Passport”).
Carrier
Definition: A person or company that transports goods or people via air, sea or
land.
Carrier Certificate and Release Order Definition:
A document given to customs by a shipper stating the intent to transport goods,
and details of the shipment.
Carrier Liability
Definition: The liability given to a common carrier for the loss, damage, or delay
of shipment. (There are exemptions to this liability)
Cartel
Definition: A group of firms that join together to produce a product or service so
that competition will be limited and regulated.
Cartage
Definition: 1) The act of transporting goods locally in a cart or other vehicle. 2)
The cost of pick-up and delivery.
Cash Against Documents Acronym: CAD
Definition: A payment arrangement for goods where documents are transferred
to an importer after the payment of cash to the bank or an intermediary acting on
behalf of the exporter.
Cash Conversion Cycle
Definition: A metric used to expresses the length of time that it takes from the
purchase of raw materials to the conversion into cash flows.

Cash In Advance Acronym: CIA
Definition: A payment arrangement where the buyer pays for the goods in
advance.
Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time
Definition: The length of time that it takes for cash to flow back into a firm
between the purchase of inventory and accounts receivables collected for the sale
of that inventory.
Cash on Delivery Acronym: COD
Definition: A payment method where the goods are paid for when they are
delivered.
Cash with Order Acronym: CWO
Definition: A payment arrangement where the seller pays for goods at the time
of the order.
Category Management
Definition: The concept of managing products as strategic units by placing them
into specific categories known as product categories
* CBSA Assessment and Revenue Management Acronym: CARM
Definition: An undergoing project to improve the way the CBSA assesses,
collects, manages, and reports on import revenue and trade information.
Center-of-Gravity Approach
Definition: A planning method used in supply chain management for identifying
the ideal location on a map that would ensure the minimum transportation costs
between warehouses, distribution centers and the markets
Central Dispatching
Definition: The procedure of organizing the dispatching tasks into a central
location.
Certificate of Origin Acronym: COO or C/O
Definition: An important document signed by the exporter attesting where the
goods were manufactured.
Central American Free Trade Agreement Acronym: CAFTA
Definition: A NAFTA expansion to specified Central American nations.

Centralized Authority
Definition: The delegation of authority to a few managers.
Centralized Inventory Control
Definition: An inventory control method where a central department does all
decision-making for the entire firm.
Change Order
Definition: In supply chain management it is an official notification that a
purchase order must be changed in some way.
Changeover
Definition: The alteration or complete reversal of the type of product on the
manufacturing line.
Channel Conflict
Definition: A situation in which various channel partners compete against each
other for the same business.
Channels of Distribution:
Definition: The chain of businesses or intermediaries that participate in the flow
of goods and services in distribution until it reaches the final consumer.
Chargeable Weight
Definition: The weight of airfreight goods used to determine charges.
Chassis
Definition: The supporting framework used to carry a structure such as vehicles
or marine containers.
Civil Aeronautics Board
Definition: A US federal government agency that is in charge of the regulatory
controls placed over air carriers.
Claim
Definition: A charge made against a carrier, for loss, damage, delay or
overcharge of goods.
Class Rates

Definition: The rate of goods or commodities according to how they are grouped.
Classification
Definition: The process of grouping commodities according to the class, rate and
minimum weight.
Clearance
Definition: The preparation and submission of the documents needed by custom
formalities necessary to allow goods to enter into a country, leave a country or
to be moved along the procedure process.
Closed Loop MPR
Definition: A system using material requirements planning as the base that is
used for inventory control and production planning that allows plans to be
monitored and adjusted due to a feedback feature.
Co-Destiny
Definition: A concept for the development of an intra-organizational approach
to an interorganizational approach in supply chain management.
Co-Packer
Definition: A company hired on a contract to manufacture goods or do services
on behalf of a client under their label or name.
+Co-Managed Inventory Acronym: CMI
Definition: A form of continuous replenishment where an arrangement is made
where the manufacturer is in charge of replenishing standard goods, while the
retailer is in charge of replenishing promotional goods.
Collaborative Logistics Network Acronym: CLN
Definition:
Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment
Acronym: CPFR
Definition: A concept aimed at supply chain trading partners to boost supply
chain integration by supporting and assisting joint practices from production to
delivery.
Collect Freight

Definition: Freight that is paid for by the buyer upon receiving it at the final
destination.
Collective Paper
Definition: All the documents given to a buyer by the shipper to receive the
payment for a shipment.
Costs, Insurance and Freight Acronym: CIF
Definition: “Costs, Insurance and Freight” are included into the selling price.
Commercial Invoice Acronym: CI or C/I
Definition: A foreign trade document providing important details about the
goods being shipped.
Commercial Zone
Definition: The area that surrounds a city that is used for commercial practices.
Commodities
Definition: A marketable item most commonly used to refer to agricultural
products and raw materials.
Commodities Clause
Definition: A provision intended to prohibit railroads from transporting
commodities they produced, mined, own or have interest in.
Commodity Buying
Definition: Grouping items with the same characteristics under the control of
one buyer for the procurement of the requirements to support production.
Commodity Code:
Definition: A code given to a specific commodity or commodities under the
same classification.
Commodity Procurement Strategy
Definition: The strategy to purchase a family of items.
*Commodity Rate:
Definition: A freight rate given to a particular commodity.
Common Carrier

Definition: A person or company in charge of transporting goods or people, who
has liability for the goods during transport.
Common Carrier Duties
Definition: The responsibilities of a common carrier, such charging the correct
rates and not discriminating.
Common Cost
Definition: A cost incurred by a firm on a whole.
Commuter
Definition: In relation to air transportation, it is a special type of air taxi.
Company Culture
Definition: The values and behaviors of a company that represent the firm on a
whole and how they interact inside the company and handle outside business
transactions.
Comparative Advantage
Definition: A theory based on the idea that a firm or individual has the ability to
specialize in producing goods and services at a lower opportunity cost than
others.
Competitive Benchmarking
Definition: The process of comparing a product or service against that of another
firm.
Competitive Bid
Definition: An IPO step where an underwriter submits a sealed bid to a firm that
issuing its first stock.
Complete and On-Time Delivery Acronym: COTD
Definition: A customer service measurement, where the delivery of goods must
be on time to meet this criteria.
+ Complete Manufacture to Ship Time
Definition: The average time from when a product is deemed shippable to the
day it actually ships to the buyer.
Compliance

Definition: Meaning that goods or services meet the requirements.
Component
Definition: A material that is used to create a finished good.
Computer-Aided Engineering Acronym: CAE
Definition: The use of computer software’s to help in designing models and other
engineering tasks,
Configuration
Definition: The arrangement of components into a specific form to create an
assembly.
Configure/Package to Order
Definition: A production environment where goods are not manufactured or
packaged until a buyer orders that specific good
Confirmation
Definition: In regards to Electronic Data Interchange, a notice received by the
sender indicating that the message has been received by the intended destination.
Conformance
Definition: An indication that a good or service meets the standards that applies.
Consignee
Definition: The party on the receiving end of the goods ordered.
Consignment
Definition: A trading arrangement where goods are given over to another party
to sell.
Consignment Inventory
Definition: A strategy where goods are stored in the business unit without
payment to the supplier until the goods are consumed.
Consignor
Definition: The party who is delivering the goods to the consignee.
Consolidation

Definition: In regards to logistics, it is the merging of two or more shipments so
that transportation rates will be reduced.
Consolidation Point
Definition: The point where consolidation takes place. See above
Consolidator
Definition: A firm that is in charge combining orders of different companies to
facilitate movement.
Consolidator’s Bill of Lading
Definition: A transportation document administered by the consolidator of the
goods that contains the details of the shipment that will be grouped.
Consortium
Definition: A group of firms who work together to produce a product or service.
Constraint
Definition: A bottleneck, hindrance or control factor that causes the entire
process to slow down.
Consul
Definition: A government official that resides in a foreign country that has the
duty of promoting and protecting the interests of his or her country.
Consular Declaration
Definition: An official statement that is sent to the consul detailing the goods to
be shipped to the consul’s county.
Consumer-Centric Database
Definition: A retail database mainly used for marketing which entails
information about individual customers.
Consumer Packaged Goods Acronym: CPG
Definition:
Consumption Entry
Definition: A formal customs document used to declare goods, also showing the
transaction information.

Container
Definition: transport equipment for cargo.
Container on Flat Car Acronym: COFC
Definition: A transportation mode where the container is placed on a flatcar.
Container Freight Station Acronym: CFS
Definition: The designated location for goods to be packed into a container
Container I.D.
Definition: A containers identification number.
Containerization
Definition: The process of loading goods into a container for transportation.
(These goods are no handled again until they reach their destination.)
Container Terminal
Definition: A location with the purpose of storing containers with cargo until
they are to be transported by sea, truck or rail.
Contingency Planning
Definition: A preparation plan developed to combat calamities and other
unexpected risk to a firm.
Continuous Flow Distribution Acronym: CFD
Definition: A streamlined distribution method that focuses on customer demands
instead of sales pulling.
Continuous Improvement Acronym: CI
Definition: A measurement method that repeatedly reviews and improves
performance.
Continuous Replenishment
Definition: The process by which a vendor monitors the sales and shipments
daily and frequently replenishes these sales without stock out or replenishment
orders.
Continuous Replenishment Planning Acronym: CRP

Definition: A program that is in charge of processing the production and
movement of a product through the supply chain when an identical product is
purchased by and end user.
Contract
Definition: A binding agreement between two or more parties to perform a
specific task.
Contract Administration
Definition: The management of all areas of a contract to ensure that the
contractor carries out his responsibilities.
Contract Carrier
Definition: A carrier that does not serve the general public but is hired by
shippers with who they have a contract.
Contact of Affreightment
Definition: A contract between a shipper and the charterer, for the transportation
of goods for a specific period of time.
Contribution
Definition: The amount of earnings received after various costs have been
deducted from the revenue.
Contribution Margin
Definition: A measure used to determine a firm’s ability to cover variable costs
by subtracting it from sales revenue.
Controlled Access
Definition: An area inside a warehouse that is closed off and monitored due to
valuable items being held here.
Conveyance
Definition: The action used to describe the function of transferring goods or
someone from one place to another.
Conveyor
Definition: A mechanical handling system that moves freight around a
warehouse space.

Cooperative Associations
Definition: A group of companies or people who share common interests.
Coordinated Transportation
Definition: Two or more companies working together to transport a shipment
Core Competency
Definition: A concept in business theory, which looks at the skills and
knowledge sets of a firm that distinguishes it from competitors.
Cost Accounting
Definition: The recording and reporting of operating costs used to improve the
management of a firm.
Cost and Freight Acronym: C & F
Definition: A trade term that requires the seller to pay the costs associated with
the transportation of goods to a specified port.
Cost Allocation
Definition: The assignment of costs to cost jobs that cannot be directly measured/
Cost Center
Definition: The section of a firm that is responsible for cots.
Cost Driver
Definition: Any event or situation that causes a change to activities costs.
Cost Element
Definition: The cost of a resource activity consumed by an activity. (In reference
to cost accounting)
Cost, Insurance, Freight
Definition: A trade term used for ocean shipments that states that the seller is
responsible for the freight charges, insurance and costs of goods being shipped.
Cost Management
Definition: A form of management involving the planning and control of
activities to better improve the firm.
Cost of Capital

Definition: The opportunity cost to borrow or invest capital for a company.
Cost of Goods Sold Acronym: COGSS
Definition: The direct material, direct labor and allocated overhead used to make
products sold by the company.
Cost of Lost Sales
Definition: The profit that was lost due to a stock out.
Cost Trade-Off
Definition: In regards to system variables, the interrelationship between
variables which causes a change in one to affect the costs of the other.
Cost Variance
Definition: The difference between the actual amount and what has been
budgeted for an activity. (In reference to cost accounting)
Countertrade
Definition: The exchange of goods instead of currency.
Countervailing Duties
Definition: An import duty placed on specific goods to prevent dumping or other
export subsidies.
Country of Destination
Definition: The country where the goods will be delivered.
Country of Origin Acronym: COO
Definition: The country that the goods were manufactured or produced.
Courier Service
Definition: A door-to-door service where messages, packages and mail are
delivered quickly and more secure.
Crane
Definition: A mechanical handling device that is used to lift heavy items.
Credit Level
Definition: The amount of purchasing credit a customer can use.

Credit Terms
Definition: The terms created between two or more firms that entail the timing
and amount of payment for goods or services.
Critical Differentiators
Definition: The factors that make something different. (In regards to goods,
services or an idea)
Critical Success Factor Acronym: CSF
Definition: The tasks that have to be completed to ensure that a firm reaches its
goals.
Critical Value Analysis
Definition: An ABC analysis approach in which a firm allocates a subjective
critical value to inventory items.
Cross-dock
Definition: The unloading of goods and moving them to a different
transportation vehicle, removing the need for storage.
Cross Docking
Definition: A logistics practice where goods received at a warehouse are
immediately readied for shipment instead of being stored.
Cross Sell
Definition: The practice of selling a different product or service to a customer.
Cross Shipment
Definition: A shipping method used where goods are shipped to a customer from
a secondary shipping point.
Cubage
Definition: A unit of measurement for cubic space being occupied or available
for shipping or storage.
Cube Out
Definition: A situation where a piece of material has passed the weight limit of
a container.
Cube Utilization

Definition: A measurement used in warehousing for the total storage capacity of
a piece of equipment or warehouse.
Cubic Capacity
Definition: The measure of how much carrying capacity a piece of material has
using cubic feet as the measurement unit.
Cubic Space
Definition: The measure of how much space is accessible or required. (In regards
to warehousing)
Cumulative Lead Time
Definition: The amount of time needed to source, construct and ship a good.
Cumulative Source/Make Cycle Time
Definition: The cumulative lead time to manufacture a product, assuming no
inventory is at hand, or materials on order and no prior forecasts with existing
suppliers.
Currency Adjustment Factor Acronym: CAF
Definition: An additional charge imposed by a carrier on ocean freight charges
to balance with foreign currency fluctuations.
Customer Acquisition
Definition: The process of gaining new customers
Customer Relationship Management Acronym: CRM
Definition: The management of customer relation ship throughout the customer
lifecycle to improve business relationships
Customer Retention
Definition: The actions a firm takes to reduce consumer defections.
Customer Driven:
Definition: The process of production and delivery being motivated by
customers.
Customer Facing
Definition: The person who is involved in primary contact with the customer.

Customer Order
Definition: An order from a customer entailing a specific product or number of
products.
Customer/Order Fulfillment Process
Definition: A sequence of customer interactions with a firm though the orderfilling process.
Customer Profitability
Definition: The process of placing a value on the profit generated with a specific
customer.
Customer Relationship Management Acronym: CRM
Definition: The information systems used to help sales and marketing functions.
Customer Segmentation
Definition: The process of dividing customers into different groups based on
matching them to specific criteria’s.
Customer Service
Definition: The provision of a full range of services to a customer.
Customer Service Representative Acronym: CSR
Definition: A person who provides customer assistance to a customer.
Customer-Supplier Partnership
Definition: A long-term relationship between two parties on the grounds of
mutual confidence.
Customization
Definition: A service ordered to create a product from existing parts into an
individual unique order.
Customs
Definition: The authorities in charge of collecting duties imposed by a country
on imports and exports.
Customs Automated Data Exchange System Acronym: CADEX
Definition: A Canada Customs system that allows goods that have already been
released to be electronically transmitted.

Customs Broker
Definition: A firm that deals with customs on behalf of an importer/exporter.
Customs Clearance
Definition: The process of being granted permission to import goods from
another country into the importing country.
Customs/Import Declaration
Definition: A statement for customs entry given the required information by an
importer or broker.
Customs Duties
Definition: A tax placed on imported goods.
Customs House Brokerage Acronym: CHB
Definition: A firm in charge of overseeing the movement of international
shipment through Customs.
Customs Inspection
Definition: The examination of imported goods by a customs officer.
Customs Invoice:
Definition: A document required by customs containing disclosure by the
exporter of the value of the shipment.
Customs Self-Assessment Acronym: CSA
Definition: A CBSA program designed for low-risk importers who have the
capability to self-assess the accounting of imported goods.
Customs Value
Definition: The total value of all the goods in a shipment on which duties will be
determined.
CWT
Definition: Hundred weight
Cycle Inventory
Definition: An inventory system where inventory counts are performed
frequently instead of annually

Cycle Time
Definition: A mechanical measure of the amount of time it takes for a business
process to be completed.
Cycle Time to Process Obsolete and End-of-Life Product Returns for Disposal
Definition: The amount of time it takes for returned goods to be processed as
obsolete and end of life to disposal.
Cycle Time to Repair or Refurbish Returns for Use Definition: The amount of
time it takes for returned goods to be processed for repair.

D
Dangerous Goods Acronym: DG
Definition: Goods that may pose a significant health or safety risk, and require
careful attention when being transported.
Dashboard
Definition: A measurement tool put in place to capture the key performance
indicators of a firm.
Data Dictionary
Definition: A list entailing the contents, format, and standards for data elements.
Data Interchange Standards Association Acronym: DISA
Definition: The firm put in place to provide administrative tasks to assist the
ASC X12 Committee.
Data Mining
Definition: The practice of studying data to find unknown relationships to use
for business purposes.
Data Warehouse
Definition: A large storage of data that has been specifically prepared for
decision-making use in a firm.
Database
Definition: Computer-readable data which is accessible through a computer for
various uses.
Data Code
Definition: A code used to represent a data element that is labeled on products.
Days of Supply
Definition: Measure of the average days of inventory on hand in relation to how
many days your current inventory will last.

Deadhead
Definition: The return of an empty transportation carrier to its original point.
Dead on Arrival Acronym: DOA
Definition: A product that has malfunctioned when delivered.
Deadweight Tons Acronym: DWT
Definition: A measure of how much cargo a vessel can carry safely.
Decentralized Authority
Definition: A company management situation where authority is given to
managers at different level of the organization.
Decision Support System Acronym: DSS
Definition: Computerized software that simplifies data for organizational use.
Declaration of Dangerous Goods
Definition: A document provided by a shipper to customs to notify them that
hazardous goods are being transported and require special attention.
Declared Value for Carriage
Definition: The value of the goods on a bill of lading declared by the exporter
for deciding the freight rate or the limit of the liability.
De-consolidator
Definition: A firm that un-groups shipments, orders and goods as a service to
carry out distribution.
Dedicated Contract Carriage
Definition: A third party service that allows customers to use equipment or
vehicles exclusively on a contract.
Defective Goods Inventory
Acronym: DGI
Definition: Goods held in inventory that has been returned, have freight claim
pending or damaged during warehouse handling.
Deliver Duty Paid Acronym: DDP

Definition: The seller is responsible for risks and costs, such as taxes, duties, and
other charges.
Deliver Duty Unpaid Acronym: DDU
Definition: The seller is responsible for making the goods available to the buying
party at a specified destination point but not cleared for import.
Delivery Appointment
Definition: The agreed time between two firms for goods to arrive at a specific
location.
Delivery Order
Definition: A clearance document authorizing the release of cargo from customs
Demand Chain Management
Definition: Similar to supply chain management, with a focus on customer pull.
Demand Planning Acronym: DP
Definition: A business planning process designed to create reliable forecasts.
*Demand Planning Systems
Definition: The systems that help with identifying, aggregating and prioritizing
demand for the supply chain system of a product.
Demand Pull
Definition: A strategy similar to the just in time model that is put in place to
trigger the movement of material to a work center only when the work center is
ready to start the next job.
Demand Side Analysis
Definition: Methods used to identify upcoming technologies. (Market research,
surveys, focus groups would be under this category)
Demographic Segmentation
Definition: A marketing approach used to group potential customers by
characteristics such as age, income, etc.
Demurrage
Definition: A charge that the charterers pay to a ship-owner for extra use of a
vessel.

Denied Party Listing Acronym: DPL
Definition: A list containing firms that are unapproved to submit a bid for an
activity or to receive a particular product.
Density
Definition: A physical characteristic that is used to measure the mass per unit
volume or pounds per cub foot of a good.
Density rate
Definition: A freight rate that is based upon the density of the shipment.
Department of Agriculture (U.S.) Acronym: DOA
Definition: A U.S. federal department in charge of overseeing and developing
laws related to agriculture.
Department of Commerce (U.S.) Acronym: DOC
Definition: A U.S. federal department in charge of overseeing and developing
laws related to customs.
Department of Defense (U.S.) Acronym: DOD
Definition: A U.S. federal department in charge of overseeing and developing
laws related to defense.
Department of Energy (U.S.) Acronym: DOE
Definition: A U.S. federal department in charge of overseeing and developing
laws related to energy.
Department of Homeland Security Acronym: DHS
Definition: A U.S. federal department in charge of overseeing and developing
laws related to homeland security.
Department of Transportation (U.S) Acronym: DOT
Definition: A U.S. federal department in charge of overseeing and developing
laws related to transportation.
Deregulation
Definition: The reduction or elimination of economic regulations in regards to
an industry.

Design for Manufacture/Assembly Acronym: DFMA
Definition: A technique used to provide quantitative assessment of product
designs.
Design of Experiments Acronym: DOE
Definition: A branch of applied statistics dealing with planning, conducting,
analyzing and interpreting controlled tests to evaluate the factors that control the
value of a parameter or a group of parameters.
Destination Country
Definition: The final country where the goods are to be offloaded.
Detention
Definition: In regards to rail freight cars and ships, this is the charges and fees
that are applied when these carrier vehicles are held beyond the loading or
unloading time.
Devanning
Definition: The unloading of cargo from a landed container.
Dimensional Weight
Acronym: DimWt
Definition: Dimensional weight, also known as volumetric weight, is a pricing
technique for commercial freight transport (including courier and postal
services), which uses an estimated weight that is calculated from the length,
width and height of a package.
Direct Channel
Definition: A distribution channel where the producer supplies the customer
directly without the use of any intermediaries.
Direct Cost
Definition: A price that can be completely traced to a cost object in regards to a
good or service due to a cause-and-effect relationship existing.
Direct Product Profitability Acronym: DPP
Definition: A method of calculating a products net product contribution from the
time it reaches the warehouse until purchase.
Direct Production Material

Definition: Material used to make a product.
Direct Store Delivery Acronym: DSD or DTS
Definition: A method of shipping directly from a supplier or distributor to the
customer’s retail store, to increase inventory turns.
Disaster Recover Planning
Definition: A recovery plan aimed at recovering hardware and software in the
event of a disaster.
Discharge Port
Definition: The port that the cargo is unloaded from the carrying vessel.
Discrete Manufacturing
Definition: The manufacturing of finished distinct items such as automobiles.
Disintermediation
Definition: Elimination of intermediaries due to traditional sales channels being
disassembled
Dispatching
Definition: The procedures involved in supervising equipment.
Distributed Inventory
Definition: Inventory that is to be shipped to consumers.
Distribution
Definition: The outbound logistic activities involved with getting goods from the
end of the production line to consumers.
Distribution Center Acronym: DC
Definition: The holding facility for inventory which if pending distribution to
the right stores.
Distribution Channel Management
Definition: A distribution strategy for getting goods to the end consumer.
Distribution Planning
Definition: A method used to plan the activities associated with distribution.

Distribution Requirements Planning Acronym: DRP
Definition: A systematic process that determines the demands for inventory in
quantities and location, making the delivery of the goods more efficient.
Distribution Resource Planning Acronym: DRP II
Definition: A method used in logistics that is an extension of DRP, used to plan
the key resources needed for distribution.
Distribution Warehouse
Definition: The warehouse for finished goods where customer orders are
assembled.
Distributor
Definition: An entity that does not manufacture its own products, but supplies
goods to other businesses to sell to consumers
Diversion
Definition: The act of changing the consignee or destination of goods that are on
course.
Dock Receipt
Definition: A document issued by an ocean freight carrier used to accept goods
at an ocean dock.
Documentation
Definition: A form used as a recorded representation of an agreement between
trading partners.
Domestic Trunk Line Carrier
Definition: An air carrier classification for carriers that operate in major
population centers.
Door to Door
Definition: The direct transport of goods from exporter to the importer with little
to no delay.
Door to Port
Definition: The direct transport of goods from exporter to the importation port
with little to no delay.

Double Bottoms
Definition: A transportation operation where a tractor pulls two trailers.
Double-Pallet Jack
Definition: Equipment used to transport two pallets at the same time.
Downstream
Definition: The participation of a company or companies in the flow of goods
and services from the manufacturer to the end consumer
Drawback
Definition: A refund or excise duty paid under the drawback procedure
Drayage
Definition: The transportation of goods over a short distance by a motor carrier.
Drayage Firms
Definition: A firm that specializes in drayage.
Drop
Definition: The deposition of a trailer to a facility for loading or unloading.
Drop Ship
Definition: A supply chain technique in which goods are moved from the
manufacturer to the retailer directly.
Drum-Buffer-Rope Acronym: DBR
Definition: The process used to manage resources to maximize throughput.
Dual Rate System
Definition: A situation where a domestic currency has a fixed official exchange
rate and an illegal market-determined parallel exchange rate.
Due Date
Definition: The deadline for the payment of taxes and duties.
Dumping
Definition: A strategy used to lower competition in a foreign market by selling a
product at a lower price in the foreign market.

Dunnage
Definition: Material used in packing to protect it from being damaged.
DUNS Number
Definition: A number that uniquely identifies the existence of a business entity
Duties Exemption
Definition: Goods that are exempted from paying the regular duties that apply to
them by the government.
Duty
Definition: A tax placed on goods from another country as imposed by the
government.
Duty Free Zone Acronym: DFZ
Definition: A specific economic zone where goods can be stored without having
to pay duty
Dynamic Process Control Acronym: DPC
Definition: A process used to optimize process output by constantly monitoring
the performance and adjusting control parameters

E
Early Supplier Involvement
Acronym: ESI Definition: The practice of involving suppliers early in the
product design activity
Earnings Before Interest and Taxes
Acronym: EBIT Definition: Theoperating profit made by a firm before interest
and taxes are deducted.
Economic Order Quantity
Acronym: EOQ
Definition: An inventory framework that is used to determine the amount of
inventory to be ordered that will meet the demand while reducing ordering and
holding costs.
Economic Value Added Acronym: EVA
Definition: The measure of a firms profit using shareholder value, after tax and
the opportunity cost is deducted.
Economy of Scale
Definition: A cost advantage caused by an increase in production levels.
EDI Interchange
Definition: Electronic communication between companies.
EDIFACT
Definition: Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce, and
Transport. (The United Nations’ EDI Standard)
EDI Standards
Definition: The specific requirements that define data for business transactions
Early Supplier involvement
Acronym: ESI

Definition: The practice of involving suppliers early in the product design
activity
Earnings Before Interest and Taxes
Acronym: EBIT
Definition: The operating profit made by a firm before interest and taxes are
deducted.
Electronic Data Interchange Association
Definition: The appointed national institution that regulates the EDI in a given
country.
Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport.
Acronym: EDIFACT
Definition: International standard put in place for electronic data interchange.
Electronic Export Information Acronym: EEI
Definition: The electronic export data that is filed in the AES.
Electronic Funds Transfer Acronym: EFT
Definition: The process of transferring funds electronically from one computer
network to another.
Electronic Product Code Acronym: EPC or ePC
Definition: An electronic coded tag used as a universal identifier to a specific
product.
Embargo
Definition: The prohibition of specific imports and exports with a particular
country.
Empirical
Definition: A collective term referring to the use of experience or observation to
form a statement rather than assumption.
End Item
Definition: The final end product that is ready to me sold to a customer.
End-of-Life Inventory

Definition: Existing inventory used to meet upcoming demands for goods that
are no longer manufactured at the company.
End User
Definition: The final buyer of a specific good.
Engineering Change Order Acronym: ECO
Definition: A proposal document that outlines the specific revision to be done
on a product.
Engineering to Order
Definition: A manufacturing process where a firm must prepare documentation
of the process before any production may start.
En-route
Definition: The term for cargo in transit.
Enterprise Application Integration
Definition: The use of technology across a firm to allow the link systems
together.
Enterprise Asset Management
Acronym: EAM
Definition: lifecycle management of the physical assets of an organization. It
covers subjects including the design, construction, commissioning, operations,
maintenance and decommissioning or replacement of plant, equipment and
facilities.
Enterprise Resource Planning System
Acronym: ERP
Definition: A planning software used to manage a firms resources, ship them,
account for them, and replace them using customer demands and sales.
Entry Form
Definition: A customs document that is needed to release goods being imported
and to allow duties to be collected.
Entry Summary Declaration (EU) Acronym: ENS
Definition: The statement of goods and transportation vehicle that must be
submitted before arrival to entry customs office.

Enveloping
Definition: A software function that gathers documents of the same nature into
an electronic envelope.
Environmental Protection Agency Acronym: EPA
Definition: Environmentally Sensitive Engineering Definition: The specific
features designed for aspecific good to help improve its recycling capabilities.
Equipment
Definition: The necessary items used in order to carry out the distribution
process.
Equipment I.D.
Definition: An identifier assigned to specific equipment.
Equipment Positioning
Definition: The placement of equipment at a specific location as to avoid
hazards.
Ergonomics
Definition: The creation of human friendly goods and spaces to avoid hazards.
Estimated time of Arrival, Acronym: ETA
Definition: The estimated time that a vehicle, ship, craft or cargo will reach its
destination.
Estimated Time of Departure Acronym: ETD
Definition: The estimated time that a vehicle, ship, craft or cargo will leave a
specific point.
Ethical Standards
Definition: The given set of principles to be used by business professionals to
address the responsibilities they are subjected to.
Evaluated Receipts Settlement Acronym: ERS
Definition: The business process that allows authorization of the payment of
goods without an invoice due to the price being already settled with the vendor.
Exception Rate

Definition: The maximum rate that will be tolerated.
Exclusive Patronage Settlement
Definition: The shipper agrees to use only a conference member liner firms in
return for a reduction by 10 to 15 %
Exclusive Use
Definition: Vehicles assigned to a specific shipper by the carrier for their
exclusive use.
Exempt Carrier
Definition: A carrier free from economic regulation that can be hired.
Expediting
Definition: The movement of goods at a faster rate due to an increase in priority.
Expert System
Definition: Computer software that is programmed to mimic a human expert.
Exit Summary Declaration (EU) Acronym: EXS
Definition: if safety and security data is not submitted then a EXS must be
submitted to customs
Export
Definition: To send goods to another country to be sold.
Export Administration Regulations Acronym: EAR
Definition: regulate the export of “dual-use” items. These items include goods
and related technology, including technical data and technical assistance, which
are designed for commercial purposes, but which could have military
applications, such as computers, aircraft, and pathogens.
Export Broker
Definition: A firm that makes a profit from linking buyers and sellers together,
then later on withdrawing.
Export Compliance
Definition: The process of following the rules and regulations associated with
exporting a product.

Export Control Classification Number Acronym: ECCN
Definition: A number used to identify dual items when exporting.
Export Control System Acronym: ECS
Definition: A system put in place to regulate the export of goods.
Export License
Definition: a government document giving an exporter authority to export a
certain amount of goods to another country.
Export Management Company
Definition: A private company that makes a profit by operating as an export
department for manufacturers.
Export Sales Contract
Definition: The contract between a buyer and seller specifying the details of the
transaction.
Export Trading Company
Definition: An independent company that purchases domestic goods for sale
overseas.
Exporter Identification Number Acronym: EIN
Definition: The number assigned to an Exporter for identification use that is
found on the Shipper’s Export Declaration.
Express
Definition: Delivery that is at the top of the priority list to reach the destination
faster.
Extended Enterprise
Definition: The concept that a firm does not operate alone but as a large entity
with supply chain partners.
Extensible Markup Language Acronym: XML
Definition: A computer term for the set of rules for decoding data to make it
readable for human and machine use.
Extranet

Definition: A private network that allows companies to access partners,
suppliers, vendors and customers.
Ex Works
Definition: An agreement between buyer and the seller that the possession of the
shipment at the point of origin goes to the buyer. (Thus all the risks involved
also go to the buyer)

F
Fabricator
Definition: A person that is able to turn a product into a bigger variety of
Products.
Facilities
Definition: The related space and equipment involved in manufacturing.
Failure Modes Effects Analysis, Acronym: FMEA
Definition: A method to further predict faults so that they can be prevented.
Fair Return
Definition: The amount a regulated firm allows a public utility to charge
consumers for their services.
Fair Value
Definition: The value of a property, good or asset, less depreciation, replacement
costs and market value.
Fast and Secure Trade Acronym: FAST
Definition: A joint United States-Canadian program that was created to ensure
security and safety while expediting legitimate trade across the United StatesCanada border.
Federal Aviation Administration Acronym: FAA
Definition: A United States national division in charge of regulating all aspects
of civil aviation.
Federal Communications Commission Acronym: FCC
Definition: A United States national division in charge of regulating all aspects
of communication.
Federal Maritime Commission Acronym: FMC

Definition: A United States national division in charge of regulating foreign
trades of the United States.
Federal Trade Commission Acronym: FTC
Definition: A United States national division in charge of promoting consumer
protection, and protecting parties against anticompetitive business practices.
FEU
Definition: Forty-foot equivalent unit, a standard size intermodal container
Field Finished Goods
Definition: Inventory that is stored at specific locations outside of the
manufacturing plant.
Field Service Parts
Definition: Inventory parts that are stored at specific locations ic locations
outside of the manufacturing plant.
Field Warehouse
Definition: A warehouse that is rented to a firm by the company that owns it.
Fill Rate
Definition: The percentage of a customer’s order that is met by stock at hand.
Fill Rates by Order
Definition: Measure of the percentage of stock that was shipped from inventory
at hand within 24 hours of the order release.
Final Assembly
Definition: The end product assembly that is shipped to a customers.
Final Assembly Schedule Acronym: FAS
Definition: A list of the required end items to finish an assembled product for a
customer order
Final Destination
Definition: The final destination point for a shipment.
Finance Lease

Definition: A settlement where a means of financing the leased equipment is
given the lessee.
Financial Responsibility
Definition: A law that requires an individual to prove that they are able to pay
for damages caused by an accident.
Finished Goods Inventory Acronym: FC or FGI
Definition: Completely finished goods that are ready for sale.
FIPS
Definition: Federal Information Processing Standards
Firewall
Definition: Computer software designed to protect the files on one network from
other users.
First In First Out Acronym: FIFO
Definition: An inventory control procedure where stock that was received first
is to be sold first.
First Mover Advantage
Definition: An advantage gained by a firm for being the first to occupy a specific
industry.
Fixed Costs
Definition: Costs that are constant and not affected by the quantity of goods or
services to be produced.
Fixed Order Quantity
Definition: A technique that only allows a certain amount of a product to be
ordered at once.
Fixed Overhead
Definition: Manufacturing costs that remain constant and are unaffected by the
quantity of goods or services to be produced.
Fixed Quantity Inventory Model
Definition: An order model where the firm orders the same amount of o specific
item each time an order is placed.

Flatbed
Definition: A type of truck that has an attached trailer that only has a floor and
no enclosure.
Flatcar
Definition: A railcar that has no sides.
Flexibility
Definition: A firm’s ability to react effectively to consumer demands.
Flexible-Path Equipment
Definition: A machine handling equipment that can be moved along any
particular route.
Flight Number
Definition: An identification number assigned to a plane.
Floor-Ready Merchandise Acronym: FRM
Definition: Products that were shipped to the retailer including all the necessary
attachments such as price tags, making it ready to be on store shelves.
Flow Rack
Definition: A method of storage where goods are stocked at the back and are
moved to the front for picking.
FOB Destination
Definition: The buyer has sole responsibility only once the goods are delivered.
FOB Origin
Definition: The buyer takes over the responsibility of the goods while they are
in shipment.
Forecast
Definition: A future estimate of demand.
Foreign Trade Zone Acronym: FTZ
Definition: An area where goods can be stored without being subjected to the
duties associated with importing.

For-Hire Carrier
Definition: A carrier who makes a profit from providing transportation as a
service.
Forklift Truck
Definition: A powered equipment that is used to raise and lower freight, and
move it to another location.
Form Utility
Definition: The process of making a good more appealing by changing its
physical form.
Four P’s
Definition: Product, price, place and promotion. (Used a marketing tool)
Four-Wall Inventory
Definition: Inventory that is kept inside one facility.
Fourth party logistics provider Acronym: 4PL
Definition: A firm that provides outsourced services to other firms, by
assembling the resources, capabilities, and technology of its own organization
and other organizations to design, build and run comprehensive supply chain
solutions.
(Consists of tracking, customer support, supply chain planning, designing and
optimization.)
Free Along Side, Acronym: FAS
Definition: The seller agrees to deliver the goods to a designated port alongside
the buyer’s vessel.
Free on Board Acronym: FOB
Definition: A contractual agreement between a buyer and seller detailing where
title of the goods is transferred over.
Free of Particular Average Acronym: FPA
Definition: A marine insurance provision that eliminates coverage for any partial
loss of cargo.
Free Time

Definition: The amount of time allowed for the cargo to be unloaded before
charges are added.
Free Trade Zone and Foreign Trade Zone Acronym: FTZ
Definition: A special economic zone where goods can be handled without quotas
and tariffs being imposed.
Freight
Definition: Goods that are being transported.
Freight Bill
Definition: The invoice given by the carrier detailing the payment for the
transportation service.
Freight-All-Kinds Acronym: FAK
Definition: Carriers tariff classification for goods that are pooled into a single
class.
Freight Carriers
Definition: Firms that haul freight as a service.
Freight Charge
Definition: The charges applicable for transporting freight.
Freight Collect
Definition: The charges that are to be paid to carrier.
Freight Consolidation
Definition: A method of reducing costs by grouping shipments together.
Freight Forwarder Acronym: FF
Definition: A firm that provides logistics services for a profit by acting as a third
party between the shipper and the carrier.
Freight Prepaid
Definition: The charges billed to the consignor, in the exporter’s invoice.
Freight Quotation
Definition: The quotation given by a carrier for the costs of transportation
between the locations specified.

Front haul
Definition: The delivery of products to a store by the supplier, after delivering
the goods to the retailer’s warehouse.
Fulfillment
Definition: The act of carrying out of a customer order.
Full Container load Acronym: FCL
Definition: The risks of loading and unloading of goods into a container go to
the shipper.
Full-Service Leasing
Definition: An equipment leasing agreement where services are also offered to
support the equipment.
Full Truckload Acronym: FTL
Definition: A term which means the load will fill up the entire truck.
Fully Allocated Cost
Definition: The costs of a product or service associated with producing another
product or service.
Functional Silo
Definition: A firm where each department operates on its own separate from
other departments.

G
Gain Sharing
Definition: A management system where employees are motivated to increase
profits through performance improvement in return for direct or indirect
payments.
Gathering Lines
Definition: Pipelines are that use used to transport oil from the Well to
transmission and distribution pipelines and storage areas.
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Acronym: GATT
Definition: A multilateral trade agreement that targets the removal of quotas and
tariff reduction to improve the world welfare.
General Commodities Carrier
Definition: A motor carrier that has authorization to transport commodities.
General-Merchandise Warehouse
Definition: A warehouse where goods that are readily handled are packaged and
stored.
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles Acronym: GAAP
Definition: A general set of account principles, standards and procedures that
serves as a guideline for financial accounting used in any given jurisdiction.
General Order, Acronym: GO
Definition: A warehouse where goods (less than five working days after the
carrier’s arrival) are stored at the importers risks.
Globalization
Definition: The process of internationally integrating something.
Global Tariffs and International Mapping Acronym: GTIM
Definition:

Going-Concern Value
Definition: The value that a company has as an entity to continue to operate.
Gondola
Definition: A flat platforms railcar that has sides up to 5 ft. high or less.
Goods
Definition: A useful tangible item (natural, equipment, animal, industrial) that
was produced from an activity.
Goods and Services Tax (Canada) Acronym: GST
Definition: A multi-level value added tax used in Canada.
Government Bill of Lading Acronym: GB/L
Definition: Bill of lading that is associated with Government shipments.
Grid Technique
Definition: In regards to logistics, a quantitative technique that is used to decide
the least cost center when locating a facility given raw material sources and
markers.
Gross Margin
Definition: The difference between a firm’s revenue and its cost of goods sold.
Gross National Product Acronym: GNP
Definition: An estimate of the total value of all the products and services
produced in a county in one year by labor and property supplied by the citizens
of the country.
Gross Weight
Acronym: The value of the products and services of a nation measured by the
output of the citizens in one year.

H
Handling Costs
Definition: The total costs for handling goods. (Time and labor are also
included.)
Harmonized Sales Tax (Canada) Acronym: HST
Definition: A consumption tax where the GST and PST have been combined into
one sales tax.
Harmonized System Acronym: HS Code
Definition: The international standards published by the Worlds Customs
Organization that forms a system of classifying goods handled in trade.
Haulage
Definition: The act of transporting goods inland, offered by the carrier.
Hazardous Goods
Definition: Goods that pose a threat to safety, health or property. (Special care
is needed when transporting hazardous goods)
Hazardous Material Acronym: HazMat
Definition: Materials that pose a threat to safety, health or property. (Special care
is needed when transporting hazardous materials)
Heijunka
Definition: A Japanese term for “leveling”. A concept created to attain a more
efficient production flow using the just-in-time philosophy.
Hierarchy of Cost Assignability
Definition: An approach to understand the nature of activity costs by gathering
the costs at the level where they are incurred.
Hi-Low

Definition: A piece of machinery similar to a forklift where the operating
individual must stand.
Hopper Cars
Definition: A railway freight car used to load commodities in bulk such as coal.
Horizontal Play/Horizontal Hub
Definition: The act of providing a service among many industries.
Hostler
Definition: The person in charge of moving trucks within a terminal or
warehouse area.
House Air Waybill Acronym: HAWB
Definition: A bill of lading issued as a receipt to shipper by a forwarder for the
goods that will be shipped with other goods as one consignment.
Household Goods Warehouse
Definition: A warehouse that is used to store household goods.
Hub
Definition: 1) A connection point for networks. 2) A manufacturer or retailer that
has many trading partners. 3) Another name for a web portal.
Hub Airport
Definition: The focal airport that serves as beginning and ending point of long
distance flights.
Human Resources Acronym: HR
Definition: The department of an organization in charge of personnel and
policies within the firm.
Hundredweight Acronym: CWT
Definition: A transportation unit. (100 pounds)

I
Igloos
Definition: a container shaped like an igloo used to carry goods in air
transportation.
Import
Definition: The movement of goods from one country to another to sell.
Import Certificate
Definition: An import certificate issued to exporters allowing them to import up
to the value that they export.
Import Control System Acronym: ICS
Definition: A system designed to remove some of the complexities involved with
importing by making import procedures easier so that traders only have to submit
information once.
Import License
Definition: A document giving local authorization by a national government for
the importation or exportation of restricted goods.
Import Restrictions
Definition: Regulations put in place to control the amount of goods being
imported into a country.
Importer Security Filing Acronym: ISF
Definition: A regulation put in place by Customs that requires shipment
information to be provided before goods can be imported into the United States.
Importer Code
Definition: A code necessary for customs transactions issued to corporate
entities by a customs administrator.
In Bond

Definition: A shipment that is being held by customs, due to not being cleared.
Inbound Logistics
Definition: The process of receiving, storing, and distributing raw materials or
goods for use.
Incentive Rate
Definition: A rate used to persuade shippers to ship a larger volume per
shipment.
INCOTERMS
Definition: A set of authoritative rules published by the ICC determining the
costs, risks and responsibilities of the seller and buyer under a sales contract.
Independent Action
Definition: A carrier who has the authority to publish a rate that differs from the
existing rate published due to being a member of that rate bureau.
Independent Trading Exchange Acronym: ITE
Definition: A many-to-many marketplace where an independent third party
connects buyers and sellers.
Indirect Cost
Definition: A cost that cannot be directly traced to the end product due to a cause
and effect relationship not existing.
Indirect/Distributor Channel
Definition: A multi stage process where a product moves through a chain of
intermediaries to be made available for purchase.
Indirect Retail Locations
Definition: A retail location that buys your products from an intermediary and
sells it to consumers.
Information System Acronym: I/S
Definition: AN organized system that manages data flow in a firm in a systematic
way to aid in the improvement of the firm.
Inherent Advantage
Definition: The gain associated with one mode compared to other modes.

Inland Bill of Lading
Definition: A document required land transportation of materials.
Inland Carrier
Definition: A firm that provides an overland service to and from an export point.
Insourcing
Definition: The use of a firms own resources or personnel to complete a task.
Inspection Certificate
Definition: A certificate verifying that the goods are in a good condition instantly
before shipment.
Insurance
Definition: An arrangement where a number of parties pay a premium in return
for a formal promise that they will be compensated under specific terms such as
loss or damage.
Insurance Certificate
Definition: A certificate verifying that the goods are insured for specific
situations such as loss or damage.
Integrated Carrier
Definition: A cargo transporter that offers a variety of transportation services
using its own equipment.
Integrated Logistics
Definition: A system-wide management of the entire supply chain as one unit,
instead of viewing each logistical function separately.
Interactive Voice Response Acronym: IVR
Definition: An automated technology that allows computer interaction with
callers, by gathering information and directing the call to the right recipient.
Interactive Voice Response System Acronym: IVRS
Definition: An automated technology system put in place to direct customers to
the appropriate recipient.
Interchange

Definition: Electronic information exchange between firms.
Intercorporate hauling
Definition: A private carrier that belongs to a firm as a subsidiary or some other
form of holding used to transport goods of the firm.
Interleaving
Definition: The practice of allocating a variety of tasks to an employee that is
performed concurrently.
Interline
Definition: The hauling of freight to its specified destination by two or more
carriers working together.
Intermediate Consignee
Definition: A bank or other entity that acts in a foreign country as the exporter’s
agent, with the purpose of receiving shipment for delivery to the buyer.
Intermediate Destination:
Definition: A stopping or exchanging point prior to the delivery to the final
location.
Intermediately Positioned Warehouse
Definition: A warehouse positioned between the manufacturing facility of a firm
and its customers that allows reduction of distribution costs and increased
customer service.
Intermittent-Flow, Fixed-Path Equipment
Definition: Materials handling equipment, such as cranes, monorails, stacker
cranes.
Intermodal Container Transfer Facility
Definition: A facility where goods are unloaded and loaded from one mode of
transportation to another.
Intermodal Marketing Company Acronym: IMC
Definition: A third party firm that provides intermodal services.
Intermodal Transportation

Definition: The use of more than one mode of transport being used to deliver
goods.
Internal Customer
Definition: A customer who is directly connected to the firm such as
shareholders, stakeholders and employees.
Internal Labor and Overhead
Definition: Labor and overhead costs reported in Cost of Goods Sold.
Internal Transaction Number Acronym: ITN
Definition: An Automated Exported System (AES) generated number given to a
shipment providing proof that the filing has been accepted.
Internal Water Carriers
Definition: Water carriers operating over internal, navigable waterways.
International Air Transport Association Acronym: IATA
Definition: An international air carrier rate bureau that supports global standards
for safety and efficiency for passenger and freight movement.
International Import Certificate
Definition: A certificate required by the country importing the goods stating that
they are aware and recognize that a shipment is entering the country.
International Maritime Bureau Acronym: IMB
Definition: A division of the International Chamber of Commerce focused on
controlling maritime crime and malpractice.
International Maritime Organization Acronym: IMO
Definition: A special agency of the United Nations that focuses on improving
maritime security and safety, as well as reducing ship pollution.
International Standards Organization Acronym: ISO
Definition: An international standard-setting body within the United Nations that
consists of representatives from different national standards bodies.
Interstate Commerce
Definition: The transportation of goods, people or property from one state to
another, regulated by the federal government.

Interstate Commerce Commission Acronym: ICC
Definition: A regulatory agency in the United States created to implement federal
economic regulations controlling motor carriers, pipelines, water carriers,
railroads and brokers.
International Trade Administration Acronym: ITA
Definition: A specialized agency of the United States Department of Commerce
that focuses on the promotion of domestic exports of nonagricultural U.S
services and goods.
International Trade Commission Acronym: ITC
Definition: A U.S. federal agency that gives trade expertise and advice to the
executive and legislative branches.
In-Transit Inventory
Definition: Goods or materials that are being transported between two or more
locations usually separated geographically.
Inventory
Definition: Raw materials that are required for creating goods and services
provided by a firm as well as work-in process products and finished goods that
are considered to be a portion of a business’ assets.
Inventory Accuracy
Definition: When the on-hand quantity is the same as the balance recorded in the
database.
Inventory Carrying Cost
Definition: A firms total supply management costs consisting of the opportunity
cost, shrinkage, insurance and taxes total obsolescence for raw material, channel
obsolescence and field service parts obsolescence.
Inventory Cost
Definition: The cost associated with holding goods in stock.
Inventory, Days of
Definition: A measurement of the number of days of inventory on hand at any
given time.

Inventory In Transit
Definition: Inventory being transported to the buyer which is currently in the
carrier’s possession.
Inventory Management
Definition: The process of overseeing company products through inventory
administration by controlling the order, storage and use of the components
involved in company production of final sale products.
Inventory Planning Systems
Definition: A system put in place by a firm to control the customer service levels
and inventory policy throughout the supply chain.
Inventory Turnover
Definition: A measure of how many times a firms inventory is sold, used or
replaces over s specific period.
Inventory Velocity
Definition: The speed at which inventory is replenished over a specific period of
time.
Invoice
Definition: A statement showing the goods that are being shipped or sold and
the amount associated with each,
Irregular Route Carrier
Definition: A motor carrier that provides transportation services using any route.
Issuing Carrier
Definition: The shipping carrier whose name is printed on the bill of lading and
providing transportation documents or publishing a tariff.
Item:
Definition: An individually manufactured or purchased part.

J
Jidoka
Definition: The concept of automation with human judgment added to it.
Joint Cost
Definition: The collection of common costs before the split-off point.
Joint Rate
Definition: The route rate when two or more carriers are required to transport the
goods.
Joint Supplier Agreement Acronym: JSA
Definition: An agreement between suppliers outlining the terms, objectives,
processes, targets, incentives, balancing and flexibility.
Just in time, Acronym: JIT
Definition: An inventory control module to regulate the flow of material into a
plant by systemizing the supply and demand to the point where specific materials
arrive just when they are needed.
Just-in-Time Logistics
Definition: The procedure optimizing the just in time system to reduce the time
taken from the production to distribution of products in order to meet customer
requirement.

K
Kaizen
Definition: A Japanese term for improvement. Kaizen is the concept of always
improving work practices and efficiency by elimination of weak links.
Key Performance Indicator, Acronym: KPI
Definition: A metric used to measure the factors that are of strategic importance
to a firm.
Kitting
Definition: In relation to warehousing, the process of separate related items
being grouped together as one unit.
Known Consignor, Acronym: KC
Definition: The originator of property to be transported by air, whose procedure
satisfies common security rules to be allowed carriage of cargo.

L
Lading
Definition: The act of loading cargo onto a vessel.
Laid-Down Cost
Definition: Product and transportation costs.
Land Grants
Definition: A grant of public land given to railroads for construction of tracks.
Landed Costs
Definition: Product costs including relevant supply chain costs.
Lash Barges
Definition: Barges that are covered that are loaded onto ocean going ships for
movement to another country.
LASH Vessel
Definition: A ship with a deck crane that is able to load and unload barges
through a stern section that rises above the ocean.
Last In First Out Acronym: LIFO
Definition: An inventory control procedure where stock that was received last is
to be sold first.
Last Updated
Definition: A stamp including the date and time that is used to tell when a record
was last modified.
Lead Logistics Provider Acronym: LLP
Definition: A firm that provides the organization of intermediary logistic
partners to outsource functions as a service.
Lead Time

Definition: The amount of time between an order being placed and completion
of the production of the order.
Less-Than-Carload Acronym: LCL
Definition: A shipment that is less than a carload because it does not fill the
railcar.
Less-Than-Container Load Acronym: LCL
Definition: A shipment that is less than a container load because it does not fill
the container.
Less-Than-Truckload Carriers Acronym: LTL
Definition: Carrier that transport shipment that are less than a truckload because
it does not fill the truck.
Less-Than-Truckload Acronym: LTL
Definition: A shipment that is less than a truckload because it does not fill the
truck.
Lessee
Definition: The individual or company who was granted a lease.
Lessor
Definition: The individual or company who granted a lease.
Letter of Credit Acronym: LOC or L/C
Definition: A payment method where a bank issues a letter to another to act as a
guarantee to for a buyer to purchase specific goods.
Leverage
Definition: Using investment capital, and expecting the profits to be larger than
the initial investment. (Financial)
Life Cycle Cost
Definition: The cost of a product over its full life span beginning from initial
conceptualization to its final disposal.
Lift on, Lift off Acronym: LO/LO
Definition: The act of using a crane to load freight onto a carrier and off it.

Lighter
Definition: A vessel used to transport freight between the shore and the ship.
Lighterage
Definition: The charges associated with loading and unloading a vessel by means
of a lighter.
Line Functions
Definition: Daily operating functions associated with a firm.
Line-Haul Shipment
Definition: The transportation of freight between to cities over distances of 150
miles.
Link
Definition: The transportation product to connect facilities in a supply chain
system.
Live
Definition: A situation where the operator stays on scene with the trailer while
it is being loaded or unloaded.
Local Area Network Acronym: LAN
Definition: A computer network that spans over a limited area that allows
devices connected to share a common communications line.
Load Factor
Definition: A measure of operating efficiency used by air carriers
Load Tender
Definition: A proposal of cargo to be transported by a shipper.
Load Tendering
Definition: The act of presenting a carrier with detailed information and pricing
before the pickup.
Loading Allowance
Definition: A discount rate offered to shippers by the carrier when the freight is
loaded and unloaded by the shipper and is less than a truckload.

Loading Port
Definition: The port where the freight is loaded onto the transporting vessel.
* Local Rate
Definition: A rate published between two point served by one carrier.
Localized Raw Material
Definition: Raw material only found in a specific area.
Locational Determinant
Definition: The factors that play a role in determining where a facility will be
located.
Logbook
Definition: A daily record of an interstate drivers from the beginning of the
transporting of the goods to the end.
Logistics
Definition: The process of coordinating the processes for efficient storage of
goods, services and related information from the point of origin to initial
customer consumption.
Logistics Channel
Definition: the network of supply chain participants involved in the supply chain
functions that contributes to the effective flow of goods to the consumer.
Logistics Costs
Definition: The charges associated with the flow of goods from manufacturing
to disposition.
Logistics Data Interchange Acronym: LDI
Definition: Computer software that electronically transfers logistics information
from one network to another.
Long Ton
Definition: 2,240 pounds
Lot Control

Definition: A procedure that allows tight control over batches of items in an
inventory by assigning unique and distinct batch number and tracing each batch
from the supplier to the manufacturing to customers.
Lot Size
Definition: The amount of goods purchased by a firm for future sale or use.
Lumping
Definition: The assistance of the driver in loading and unloading the freight from
the trailer.

M
Machine Downtimes
Definition: Time during which a machine is down and cannot be used.
Macro Environment
Definition: The conditions that exist outside of a business that it cannot control.
(Technological, Economic, Natural and Regulatory)
Major Carrier
Definition: A certified carried that has annual revenue of $1billion or more.
Make-or-Buy Decision
Definition: The decision to make a product or buy it outside of the company from
a supplier.
Make to Order
Definition: The manufacturing strategy where a customer order is what starts the
manufacturing of a product.
Make to Stock
Definition: The manufacturing strategy where inventory is held in stock to fulfill
future customer orders.
Management of All Logistics
Definition: The management of all the supply chain functions and the costs
associated with them to reduce the charges.
Manifest
Definition: A cargo document that entails all the details of the orders in a
shipment.
Manufacture Cycle Time
Definition: The average time it takes to being and complete a manufacturing
process.

Manufacturer’s Representative
Definition: a representative who sells goods for different companies but does not
take title ownership for the goods.
Manufacturing Lead Time
Definition: The amount of time that it takes to make an item.
Manufacturing Resource Planning Acronym: MRP-II
Definition: A planning method used to effectively coordinate all the resources in
the manufacturing firm.
Marginal Cost
Definition: The cost added due to production of an additional unit of output.
Marine Cargo Insurance – Average
Definition: Loss or damage to goods. (Marine cargo insurance)
Marine Cargo Insurance –FPA
Definition: No claim shall be paid for damage to merchandise during
transportation unless there is a loss that is equal to or more than the percentage
of the value as specified in the policy. (Marine Cargo Insurance)
Marine Cargo Insurance – General Average
Definition: A loss due to the voluntary sacrifice of the shipment so that loss of
the whole and for benefit of anyone concerned.
Marine Cargo Insurance – Open Policy
Definition: An open contract insurance that provides protection for all of the
goods being shipped by an exporter within a specified geographical trade area
for an unlimited period of time, until the policy is cancelled by the insured of by
the insurance company.
Market Demand
Definition: The total demand that exists within a specified potential customer
group for a specific product in an s specific geographical area during a particular
period of time.
Market Dominance

Definition: The measure of a brand, product or firms strength in relation to
competitors.
Market-Positioned Warehouse
Definition: A warehouse positioned in a customer populated geographic area to
provide a ready source of products available for customers as well as to reduce
inbound transport costs.
Market Segment
Definition: A specific group of customers who share the same measurable
characteristics.
Marks and Numbers
Definition: Marks and numbers placed on cargo to identify parts or the entire
shipment.
Marquis Partners
Definition: Valuable strategic partners.
Mass Customization
Definition: The creation of a high-volume product with large variety by
combining the flexibility of custom made with the low unit costs involved with
mass production.
Master Air Waybill Acronym: MAWB
Definition: The issued bill of lading received by customers by the air carrier.
Material Acquisition Costs
Definition: A firms total supply chain management costs consisting of, materials
management and planning, supplier quality engineering, receiving and put away,
and incoming inspection
Materials Handling
Definition: The handling of goods physically that happens between procurement
and shipping.
Material Index
Definition: A ratio of the weight of the locals materials used in creating a product
in relation to the weight of the final finished product.

Materials Management
Definition: The process of planning, organizing and controlling material flow,
from the initial purchase to delivery to the customer.
Materials Planning
Definition: The co-ordination of materials supply with materials demand.
Material Requirements Planning Definition: MRP
Definition: A production planning and inventory control system used to
determine the timing and amount of materials to purchase.
Matrix Organizational Structure
Definition: A structure existing in a firm where more than one reporting line
exists.
Maximum Order Quantity
Definition: The maximum allowable quantity for a specified item when placing
an order proposal.
M-Commerce
Definition: The use of a mobile phone to perform financial transactions.
Mean
Definition: A calculated average of a set of numbers.
Measurement Ton
Definition: Forty cubic feet. (Water transportation)
Median
Definition: The middle value of a set of numbers, arranged in order of
magnitude.
Memorandum of Understanding Acronym: MOU
Definition: A document establishing a formal agreement between two or more
parties.
Merge In Transit
Definition: A distribution solution to manage multiple products from different
locations by consolidating the shipments into one final customer delivery.

Merger
Definition: The combination of two or more existing carriers into one company
that will operate as an entire unit instead of separately.
Mileage Allowance
Definition: Money given to shippers using private railcars based upon the
distance being travelled.
Mileage Rate
Definition: A rate charged based upon the amount of miles the goods are being
shipped.
Minimum Weight
Definition: The minimum allowable rate for a shipment specified by the carrier’s
tariff.
Mixed Loads
Definition: The transportation of regulated and exempt goods in the same
transportation vehicle at the same time.
Mobile Resource Management Acronym: MRM
Definition: A business solution created to maximize mobile productivity in the
workplace.
Modal Split
Definition: The percentage of travelers that uses each of a various specified
mode of transportation.
Motor Carrier
Definition: A firm that provides motor carriage as a service.
Movement of Goods
Definition: The movement of goods from one location to another.
Movement Reference Number Acronym: MRN
Definition: A unique record number assignment to a shipment once the transit
declaration is accepted.
MRO Items
Definition: Maintenance, Repair and Operating Items.

Multi-Currency
Definition: A financial service that allows the process of orders using different
currencies for pricing and billing.
Multiple-Car Rate
Definition: A railroad rate that is lower for shipping more than one carload at a
time.

N
National Carrier
Definition: A certified air carrier that can be hired, and has annual operating
revenues over $75 million.
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Acronym: NHTSA
Definition: An firm existing in the Executive Branch of the U.S government that
is focused on reducing deaths, injuries and economic losses resulting from
vehicle-related crashes, and developing more safety improvements.
National Industrial Transportation League Acronym: NITL
Definition: A freight transportation association focused on the development of
the commercial freight transportation system.
Nationalization
Definition: The process of gaining public ownership, financing and operation of
a private business entity.
National Motor Freight Classification Acronym: NMFC
Definition: A tariff specifying the classifications of goods and rules for local
movement by motor carriers in the U.S.
Negotiable BOL
Definition: A bill of lading that can be transferred by the consignee to a third
party by signing and delivering the bill of lading to the new consignee.
Negotiated Rate Arrangement Acronym: NRA
Definition: Writing and contractual agreement between a shipper and a Licensed
Non Vessel Operating Common Carrier providing specific transportation service
for a specific freight quantity, from origin to destination, on and after a specific
date or within a outlined time frame.
Negotiations

Definition: Discussions between two or more firms aimed at establishing the
business relationship.
Net Assets
Definition: Total Assets minus Total Liabilities.
Net Weight
Definition: The weight of the merchandise without the packing material and
container.
New Product Introduction Acronym: NPI
Definition: The introduction of products new to the firm’s sales portfolio.
Nippon Automated Cargo and Port Consolidated System
Acronym: NACCS
Definition: A system designed to electronically process air/sea cargo to allow
faster custom clearance and freight movement.
Node
Definition: A location in a company supply chain system where goods are stored
to rest.
No Location Acronym: No Loc
Definition: An item received by a warehouse that has no established storage
space.
Non-Certificated Carrier
Definition: An air carrier that can be hired and is not subjected to economic
regulation.
Non-Conformity
Definition: Failure to follow normal standards or prescribed requirements.
Non-Disclosure Agreement, Acronym: NDA
Definition: A binding contract between two or more parties that states
confidential material or knowledge is restricted, and must not be shared to third
parties.
Non-Negotiable BOL

Definition: A bill of lading that cannot be transferred to another consignee by
endorsement.
Non-Resident Importer, Acronym: NRI
Definition: A firm or individual who does not have a physical presence in
Canada, but acts as the Importer of Record for a shipment importer into Canada.
Non-Vessel Operating Common Carrier Acronym: NVOCC
Definition: A firm or individual that does not own or operate a vessel but
functions as a carrier by organizing shipments for other firms or individuals to
get the goods to the final point of distribution.
North American Free Trade Agreement Acronym: NAFTA
Definition: A free trade agreements between the United States, Canada and
Mexico to lay the foundation for strong economic growth.
North American Industry Classification System Acronym: NAICS
Definition: A departmental standard used to classify business establishments to
analyze statistical data related to North American business economy.
Notify Party
Definition: The firm or individual that is to be notified when a shipment reaches
its destination.
Not otherwise specified/Not elsewhere specified
Acronym: NOS/NES
Definition: If a rate is not specified with a shipped commodity a general class
rate will apply.
NOX
Definition: Oxides of Nitrogen

O
Obsolete Inventory
Definition: A term referred to inventory that is at the end of its lifecycle due to
no forecasted demand
Ocean Bill of Lading Acronym: OBL
Definition: A bill of lading issued to the customer by the ocean carrier.
Ocean Carrier
Definition: A carrier that offers the service of ocean transportation.
Offshore
Definition: The outsourcing of a service provider in a different country.
On-Demand
Definition: Work performed at the time of a present demand.
One-Piece Flow
Definition: The movement of parts one at a time between operations.
One-Way Networks
Definition: A network where the advantage lies with either the buyer or seller.
On-Line Receiving
Definition: A system where the computer terminals are available at each
receiving bay and operators enter items into the system, as they are unloaded.
Operating Ratio
Definition: Operating expense divided by the operating revenues times 100.
(Used to measure operating efficiency)
Optimization
Definition: The act of making something as efficient and effective as possible
with added resources and constraints

Order
Definition: A request for specific goods or services.
Order Cycle
Definition: The period between the placement of an order and the receipt.
Order Fill
Definition: The amount of orders processed without stock outs and the need to
back order during the processing.
Order Management
Definition: The overall management of processes related to customer,
manufacturing and purchase orders.
Order Management Costs
Definition: The costs associated with order management including, new product
release phase in and maintenance, creation of customer orders, order entry and
maintenance, channel management, installation planning, order fulfillment,
distribution, transportation installation, customer invoicing and accounting.
Order Picking
Definition: The process of assembling an order from items in the inventory.
Order Processing
Definition: The activities involved with filling a customer order.
Ordering Cost
Definition: The costs associated with placing an order with a supplier.
Origin
Definition: The point where the shipment begins its transportation.
Original Equipment Manufacturer Acronym: OEM
Definition: A firm whose products whose products are used as a part of another
company’s end product.
Other Government Agency Acronym: OGA

Definition: permanent or semi-permanent organization in the machinery of
government that is responsible for the oversight and administration of specific
functions and industries.
Outbound Logistics
Definition: The processes involved in the transportation and storage of products
from the end of the production line to the final consumer.
Out-of-Pocket Cost
Definition: The cost directly assigned to a particular task that may later be
reimbursed
Outlier
Definition: A data point that is distant from other data points in a specific
observation.
Out partnering
Definition: Involvement of the supplier in a firm’s operation management
system forming a close partnership.
Outsource
Definition: Utilization of a provider outside of the firm to perform specific tasks.
Outsourced Cost-of-Goods Sold
Definition: Out of house operations performed on raw material that would
normally be considered internal to the firms manufacturing cycle.
Over, Short, and Damaged, Acronym: OS&D
Definition: A report issued at the warehouse detailing goods that are overshipped, under shipped or damaged. (Used to file a claim with a carrier)
Over-the-Road
Definition: A motor carrier operation that is involves long distance movement
from the place of pickup to the delivery point.
Owner/Operator
Definition: A driver who owns the trailer that he is operating.

P
P&D
Definition: Pickup and Delivery
Packing List
Definition: A shipping document that includes information about the contents of
a package. (It is usually located inside the package)
Pallet
Definition: The platform used to carry cartons for shipment or movement
Pallet Wrapping Machine
Definition: A machine used to wrap the contents on a pallet in stretch-wrap for
safety.
Parcel Shipment
Definition: Small packages deliveries that are generally handled by UPS and
FedEx.
Pareto
Definition: see 80/20 rule.
Participating Government Agency Acronym: PGA
Definition:
Passenger-Mile
Definition: A statistical unit designating one mile travelled by one passenger.
Path to Profitability Acronym: P2P
Definition: A business model designed to take a firm from startup to generating
earnings.
Pay on Use
Definition: A process where product consumption initiates payment.

Payment
Definition: The action of transferring money, or a medium agreed upon in return
for goods or services.
Payment Collection
Definition: The action of receiving money, or a medium agreed upon in return
for goods or services.
Payroll
Definition: A total of all compensation that a firm must pay to its employees for
a set period of time or given date.
Peak Demand
Definition: The period of time where customer demand is at its highest.
Peer to Peer Acronym: P2P
Definition: A computer networking environment that allows each computer
connected to act as a server for others and share resources without having to pass
through an intermediate network server.
Pegging
Definition: The process of using a Distribution resource planning system to trace
the demand for a product by using the date, quantity, and warehouse location.
Perfect Order
Definition: An order that was delivered completely, on time, with accurate
documentation and in perfect condition.
Performance and Event Management Systems Definition: A system used to
report significant measurements in the supply chain.
Performance Measures
Definition: Measures of work performed and the results associated.
Permit
Definition: Authorization to operate as a contract carrier
Perpetual Inventory
Definition: A method keeping track of track of inventory by recording the sale
or purchase of inventory immediately on a continuous basis.

Personal Discrimination Definition:
Physical Distribution
Definition: The transfer and storage of finished goods from the manufacturing
plant to the delivery to customers.
Physical Supply
Definition: The transfer and storage of raw materials from supply sources to the
firms manufacturing plant.
Pick and Pack
Definition: A supply chain process involving locating and pulling specific
products from inventory and packing them for a customer order.
Picking
Definition: The act of pulling specific products from inventory for a customer
order.
Picking by Source
Definition: The process by which pickers effectively pick all products going to
a specific location regardless of the aisle that are found in.
Pick List
Definition: A list entailing the items needed to be picked from inventory to fulfill
a customer order.
Pick to Light
Definition: A laser picking technology that provides an effective and efficient
way of paperless picking, putting or sorting of products.
Pick-Up Order
Definition: A document giving authorization to the holder to pick up cargo from
a specified location.
Piggyback
Definition: A truck trailer being transported on a flat car.
Place Utility
Definition: The process of increasing the desirability of a product to a group of
consumers by changing its location.

Plan-Do-Check-Action Acronym: PDCA
Definition: A quality improvement process, following four steps: plan, do, check
and action.
Planned Date
Definition: The date an operation is planned to happen.
Planned Order
Definition: A future order which has been planned by the system due to a
forecasted demand for the order.
Plant Finished Goods
Definition: Finished goods that are stored at the end manufacturing plant
location.
PM
Definition: Particulate matter
Point of Purchase Acronym: POP
Definition: The medium where a sale was made to an end-user.
Point of Sale Acronym: POS
Definition: The location where goods are sold.
Point of Sale Information Acronym: POS
Definition: Retail location price and quantity data that is received as a sales
transaction takes place.
Point of Use Delivery
Definition: Delivery to the production floor of a product.
Poka Yoke (Mistake Proof)
Definition: A Japanese term for mistake proof, which is a technique for avoiding
simple human error by the application of techniques to prevent quality failure.
Pooling
Definition: The practice of combining shipment from different shippers into a
truckload to reduce distribution costs.

Port
Definition: A harbor where ships anchor and load or unload.
Port Authority
Definition: The state or local government in charge of a port, and put in place to
oversee it.
Port Community Systems Acronym: PCS
Definition: An electronic platform connecting different systems operated by
different organizations that make a community. (Airport, seaport and inland
port)
Port of Discharge
Definition: The port where cargo is off loaded.
Port of Entry
Definition: The port of the receiving country of foreign goods where the goods
are admitted.
Port of Loading
Definition: The port where a vessel is loaded with cargo.
Portal
Definition: The starting point website to other destination on the Internet.
POS
Definition: Point of Sale, Point of Shipment
Possession Utility
Definition: A marketing effort to increase the desirability of a good or service.
Postponement
Definition: To defer final activities to the latest time possible.
Pre-Arrival Processing System Acronym: PAPS
Definition: A cargo release system used by the U.S Customs and Border
Protection to provide information on the goods entering the U.S. prior to arrival
to the CBP.
Pre-Arrival Review System Acronym: PARS

Definition: A cargo release system used by the Canada Border Services Agency
where custom brokers submit information provided by the importer and carrier
to the CBSA for review and processing prior to arrival of the goods to Canada.
Pre-Expediting
Definition: The process of checking on open orders before the delivery date to
ensure the delivery is met on a timely basis with the specified quantity,
Pre-Load Air Cargo Targeting Acronym: PACT
Definition: government program to collect and analyze pre-load air cargo data
from voluntary air carriers and freight forwarders at the earliest point possible,
to determine its effectiveness for mitigating high risk cargo before loading onto
an aircraft.
Prepaid Acronym: PPD
Definition: A freight term that specifies that the charges are to be paid by the
shipper.
Prepaid Freight
Definition: A freight term that specifies that the charges associated with the
shipping of the goods are paid for in advance.
Present Value
Definition: The value of future cash flows in the present moment, discounted at
the proper rate.
Price Erosion
Definition: The difference between the potential price of a commodity or service
and the actual price.
Primary-Business Test
Definition: A test to discover is a trucking operation is authentic private
transportation.
Primary Manufacturing Strategy
Definition: A firms commanding manufacturing strategy that accounts for most
of a firm’s product volume.
Private Carrier

Definition: A carrier where the vehicle is owned by a firm thus providing
transportation services only for the firm’s goods.
Private Warehouse
Definition: A warehouse owned by a company.
Private Warehousing
Definition: Goods stored in a company owned warehouse. (The company has
title to the goods)
Pro-forma Invoice
Definition: An estimate invoice provided by the seller to a buyer, informing them
of the quantities and specifications of the goods to be sent, prior to the delivery
of goods.
Proactive
Definition: A technique of understanding issued before they become evident and
presenting the solution to the customer as a benefit.
Process
Definition: A series of time based steps taken to achieve a particular outcome.
Process Benchmarking
Definition: A measurement of a firm’s processes against the processes and of
industry leaders for improvement.
Process Improvement
Definition: A design put in place to reduce costs or increase quality.
Process Manufacturing
Definition: the production of goods that are typically produced in bulk quantities,
as opposed to discrete and countable units.
Process Yield
Definition: The resulting output from a process.
Procurement
Definition: To buy or obtain goods and services.
Product

Definition: Something that is produced by labour or refined for sale purposes
Product Characteristics
Definition: The components of a product that define its character.
Product Description
Definition: The users account of a product.
Product Family
Definition: A group of products that share similar characteristics.
Product ID
Definition: A technique used to identify a product without the use of a full
product description.
Production Capacity
Definition: the measure of the amount of volume that of a production plant can
product out of a product or service over a set period of time.
Production Line
Definition: A factory system where a parts of a product are arranged in a linear
sequence to be undergo manual or mechanical operations.
Production Planning and Scheduling
Definition: A system put in place to create a detailed plan and schedule, while
taking in to consideration resource, material and constraints.
Production-Related Material
Definition: A material involved in the production of an end item that is
considered a material purchase and listed under COGS as a raw material.
Productivity
Definition: The measure of the efficiency of resource utilization in converting
inputs to outputs, whether the measure is of a person, machine, system, etc.
Profit Ratio
Definition: A ratio defined by the percentage of profit to sales.
Profitability Analysis

Definition: A resource planning technique that analyzes the profit gained from a
cost object to better predict the profitability of a proposal or increase profits.
Profitable to Promise
Definition: A commitment to deliver an order on the agreed upon set terms.
Profit Before Interest and Tax Acronym: PBIT
Definition: The profit generated before interest and tax is deducted.
Pro Forma
Definition: A standard document or practice that is used as a type of quotation
or offer to satisfy minimum requirements.
Pro Forma Invoice
Definition: An invoice that is given to the buyer of a shipment by the seller to
notify them of the content and value of the goods in the shipment.
Prohibited goods
Definition: Goods that cannot be imported due to not meeting the standards of
the provisions of any law.
Promotion
Definition: A sales technique of selling a product at a reduced price to increase
sales.
Pro Number
Definition: A serialized number used by a carrier to identify shipment bills.
Proof of Delivery Acronym: POD
Definition: A method used by carriers to provide proof that the shipment was
delivered, containing the name of the person who signed of the shipment and
other shipment related information.
Proportional Rate
Definition: A rate lower than standard shipment rate for use only as a factor in
making a combination through rate. (In regards to freight)
Protocol
Definition: The official procedures that are to be used to allow consistency of
transmissions in regards to message content and format.

Provincial Sales Tax (Canada) Acronym: PST
Definition: A provincial tax used in some provinces of Canada that is added to
the price of certain goods and services.
Public Warehouse
Definition: A warehouse space that is offered to the public for rent or lease by a
firm.
Public Warehouse Receipt
Definition: A receipt given to a company that is storing their goods in a public
warehouse, issued by the warehouse manager.
Pull Signal
Definition: An indication for the prompt of raw material, issued from a using
operation.
Pull or Pull-Through Distribution
Definition: A supply chain model where the customer initiates action by
purchasing an order that is then sent backwards of the supply chain to the
manufacturer.
Pull Ordering System
Definition: An Inventory replenishment system were each warehouse monitors
and controls its own stock and places its own order according to its requirements.
Purchase Order Acronym: PO
Definition: A commercial document used to formalize a purchase transaction
between a buyer and seller.
Purchase Order Management Acronym: POM
Definition: An internal business administration process used to manage the
orders for goods or services.
Purchase Price Discount
Definition: A discounted rate offered by the seller to buyer is the goods are
purchased in a large quantity.
Purchasing
Definition: The process of buying goods or services.

Pure Raw Material
Definition: An element that does not lose weight when it is transformed into the
end product
Push Distribution
Definition: A supply chain model where the product is moved through the
distribution channel without receiving any information regarding demand for it.
Push Ordering System
Definition: A system where inventory distribution decisions are made at the
central distribution center and shipped respectively to individual warehouses.
Push Technology
Definition: describes a style of Internet-based communication where the request
for a given transaction is initiated by the publisher or central server.
Put Away
Definition: The internal logistics process of removing material from location of
receipt and transferring it to a storage space.

Q
Quality
Definition: A measure of excellence of something making it fit for use.
Quality Assurance Acronym: QA
Definition: A systematic process of preventing mistakes used to give confidence
to a product or service.
Quality Circle
Definition: A group of individuals who work together as a unit to uncover and
solve issues relating to the processes and quality of items
Quality Control, Acronym: QC
Definition: Management strategy to ensure that goods and services meet
products quality requirements.
Quality Management, Acronym: QM
Definition: A business process approach of ensuring the consistency of products
or services.
Quality Management System, Acronym: QM
Definition: A business process approach of ensuring the consistency of products
or services
Quality Function Deployment, Acronym: QFD
Definition: A method to take customs needs and requirements and transfer them
to the plans in the production of products or services
Quarantine
Definition: The act of setting an item aside before it can be used or sold until it
has undergone quality tests and is approved.
Quick Response, Acronym: QR

Definition: A strategy used by suppliers to rapidly replenish merchandise in
stock with direct access to data from the consumer’s point of sale.

R
Radio Frequency Acronym: RF
Definition: A type of wireless communication where electromagnet wave
frequencies are transmitted to the given radio message.
Radio Frequency Identification, Acronym: RFID
Definition: Automatic technology identification system that uses
electromagnetic waves to distinguish an object, animal or person.
Ramp Rate
Definition: An account of the measure of how much an operation increased.
Rationing
Definition: The allotment of parts among manufactured goods when there is a
low supply.
Raw Materials Acronym: RM
Definition: The necessary substance used to make a product.
Real Time
Definition: The preparation of data in a business application as it takes places.
Receiving
Definition: The task of collection the physical receipt of a material, inspecting
the goods for correspondence with documents, and preparing reports to validate
that the order was received.
Receiving Dock
Definition: The location where the shipment was received.
Reengineering
Definition: The process of making major adjustments or conversions to an
existing business process.

Refrigerated Carriers
Definition: A carrier that is refrigerated used to transport perishable goods.
Regulated Agent Acronym: RA
Definition: An agent that is in charge of conducting business with an operator
and enforce security control in respect of the shipment.
Release-to-Start Manufacturing
Definition: The amount of time from the release of an order to manufacturing to
the actual start of production.
Release on Minimal Documentation Acronym: RMD
Definition: The authorization to release goods by presenting data in the form of
documentation.
Remote Location Filing Acronym: RLF
Definition: An electronic program that allows the transference of data in regards
with an entry in an electronic data interchange system to a Customer Border
Protection location by an authorized customs brokers.
Replenishment
Definition: The movement of inventory from upstream, such as a reserve,
storage facility to a downstream storage location.
Request for Information Acronym: RFI
Definition: A standard business process document used to give information
about suppliers, products and services.
Request for Proposal Acronym: RFP
Definition: A standard business process document used to give information
about needs and requirements for a manufacturer.
Request for Quote Acronym: RFQ
Definition: A standard business process document used to promote vendor
responses by inviting vendors into a bidding process on selected products.
Resellers
Definition: A firm or individual that buys goods from manufacturers to sell them.
(i.e. retailers, wholesalers, etc.)

Resource Driver
Definition: The prime quantitative measure of demands placed on a resource by
other resources.
Resources
Definition: Economic components used to perform and activity or support a cost
object.
Retailer
Definition: An individual or business that takes title ownership of a product and
sells them to consumers.
Return Disposal Costs
Definition: The cost of disposing of products that are returned by consumers.
Return Goods Handling
Definition: The process of returning goods to the manufacturer from the
customer.
Return Material Authorization or Return Merchandise Authorization
Acronym: RMA
Definition: A number given to a faulty good to allow it to be returned to the
manufacturer.
Return on Assets Acronym: ROA
Definition: Profits divided by Assets.
Return on Investments Acronym: ROI
Definition: Net profits divided by total assets.
Return on Sales
Definition: Profit divided by Sales
Return Order Management Costs
Definition: The associated costs involved in Return Material Authorization.
Return Product Authorization Acronym: RPA
Definition: A document required alongside a return of a good that helps a firm
identify why it was returned.

Return to Vendor Acronym: RTV
Definition: A good that was deemed faulty by buyer’s inspection and to be
shipped back to the vendor for replacement or repair.
Returns Inventory Costs
Definition: The associated costs involved with inventory goods that were
returned.
Returns to Scale
Definition: The quantitative shit in a firm’s output due to an increase in inputs.
Reverse Engineering
Definition: The process of taking a part another manufacturer’s product and
analyzing it to develop a better construction process.
Reverse Logistics
Definition: The backward flow of logistics involving the movement of goods
after sale for the purpose of creating more value or disposal.
Roll-On, Roll-Off Acronym: RORO
Definition: An ocean vessel where vehicles are driven onto the vessel for
transport then driven off at the end.
Root Cause Analysis
Definition: A method used in firms to find out the core problems in regards to
goods, the firm, business processes, etc.
Route Trucks Delivery
Definition: A truck that transports goods on a set route.
Routing or Routing Guide
Definition: 1) The process of selecting the best course for a shipment between
point of origin and destination. (Shipping) 2) The document that provides a
detailed process of the steps taken to create a product. (Manufacturing)
Rules
Definition: A set of documented regulation on how work is to be done.

S
RAE
Definition: Society of Automotive Engineers
Safety of Life at Sea Acronym: SOLAS
Definition: An International maritime treaty put in place to ensure that ships
made by Signatory flag states follow safety standards.
Safety Stock
Definition: Inventory that a firm keeps in case of changes in customer demand
or delays in receipt of supply.
Salable Goods
Definition: Goods given authorization be sold to consumers.
Sales and Operations Planning Acronym: S&OP
Definition: An integrated business management process resolves conflicting
business objectives and plans for future logistic actions.
Sales Mix
Definition: The ratio of a firm’s goods that are sold.
Sales Plan
Definition: A plan that assess current sales and identifies the strategy to take to
meet future targets.
Sales Planning
Definition: The process of assessing current sales and creating a strategy to meet
future sales targets.
Sarbanes Oxley Act Acronym: SOX
Definition: An accounting act put in place to protect investors from deceitful
accounting practices by firms.

Sawtooth Diagram
Definition: A model used to reflect inventory levels over specific periods of time.
Scalability
Definition: The ability a system, model, or function has to handle a growing
workload.
Scan
Definition: The act of scanning a barcode.
Scanlon Plan
Definition: An incentive put in place where employees share costs that were
saved between themselves and the firm.
Scenario Planning
Definition: An integrated plan that some firms use to visualize future plans.
Supply Chain Operations Reference Model Acronym: SCOR
Definition: A model used to measure performance along the supply chain and to
benchmark against other organizations.
Scorecard
Definition: A statistical record of key performance indicators metrics of a firm.
Seasonality
Definition: A regular and predictable trend of demand that occurs each year.
Secure Electronic Transaction Acronym: SET
Definition: A security system put in place to protect financial transactions form
being accessed by third parties over the Internet.
Self Billing
Definition: A strategy used in the transportation industry that requires the carrier
will accept payment based on documentation provided by the shipper.
Self Correcting
Definition: A computer process that does not allow date to be entered unless
errors are fixed.
Selling, General, and Administrative Expenses Acronym: SG&A

Definition: Expenses related to customer service, sales, salaries and
commissions, marketing, communication, etc.
Serial Number
Definition: A distinct exclusive number assigned to an individual part for
identification that will not be repeated for other similar parts.
Serial Shipping Container Code Acronym: SSCC
Definition: A code used by firms to identify a logistic unit.
Service Level
Definition: A measurement of a systems performance, by how well demands and
schedules are met.
Service Level Agreement Acronym: SLA
Definition: A service contract between a provider and the customer that defines
the level of service the customer received.
Shareholder Value
Definition: The ultimate measure of a company’s success by combining
profitability and invested capital.
Shelf Life
Definition: The length of time a product can be stored in inventory before it is
no longer useable.
Shingo’s Seven Wastes
Definition: A Japanese philosophy that identifies seven waste processes that are
involved in manufacturing. (Waste of overproduction, waiting, transportation,
stocks, motion, defects and processing.)
Shipper
Definition: The party that transports the goods.
Shipper-Carriers
Definition: Firms that own their own vehicle fleets to transport their own goods.
Shippers Export Declaration Acronym: SED
Definition: A regulatory document that is presented to the U.S Customs service.

Shippers Letter of Instruction Acronym: SLI
Definition: A document that gives a detailed explanation on how and where to
transport a shipment from a country to a foreign destination.
Shipping
Definition: The transporting goods on a ship from one location to another.
Shipping Lane
Definition: A fixed route that ships must follow when transporting goods from
one port to another.
Shipping Manifest
Definition: A standard document that lists all the items being shipped.
Shipping Mark
Definition: A symbol, work or number placed on a shipment for identification.
Shipping Weight
Definition: The weight of a shipment.
Shop Floor Production Control Systems
Definition: A part of manufacturing resource planning that is used to prioritize,
monitor, and report against production orders and schedules.
Short Shipment
Definition: A shipment that is missing freight that is listed on the invoice. S
Shrinkage
Definition: The reduction of inventory while in stock, process or transport.
Six-Sigma Quality
Definition: A data-driven process used to remove any defects in any supply chain
process.
Skills Matrix
Definition: An illustration of displaying the skill levels of individual’s relation
to specific tasks.
Slotting
Definition: The act of placing products in the most appropriate location within a
warehouse.

Small and Medium Enterprises Acronym: SME
Definition: A small firm that has less than 250 employees, less than 50 million
euro in turnover and less than 43 million euro on the annual balance sheet.
Small Group Improvement Activity
Definition: A strategy for improving employee performances by use of
continuous improvement activities.
SMART
Definition: “Specific, Measureable, Achievable, Realistic, Time Based”. A goal
setting description used for individuals or teams.
Software as a Service Acronym: SaaS
Definition: A software delivery model where applications are hosted by a thirdparty provider and available to consumers over the Internet.
Spam
Definition: The act of sending the same post indiscriminately to mailing lists.
Split Delivery
Definition: A delivery where a large number of a product in ordered to get
discount but the delivery is delivered in separate smaller quantities over different
dates.
Sport Demand
Definition: A short lead-time demand that is hard to estimate.
Staging Area
Definition: A specified space in a warehouse where goods are placed before
shipment.
Stakeholders
Definition: Individuals with an interest in a firm due to being directly or
indirectly involved in the organizations actions.
Standard Carrier Alpha Code Acronym: SCAC
Definition: A unique code used in the U.S. to identify road transportation
companies.

Standard Components
Definition: An individual component manufactured in a large amount due to
many suppliers.
Standard Industrial Classification Acronym: SIC
Definition: A classification system that uses a code to classify industries.
Standard Operating Procedure Acronym: SOP
Definition: A set of detailed procedures created by a firm for workers to follow
when carrying out daily operations.
Standards Costs Accounting System
Definition: An accounting system that takes into consideration the cost units
before manufacturing for estimation the cost of a product.
Statement of Account Acronym: SOA
Definition: A thorough report of the content of an account.
Statement of Work Acronym: SOW
Definition: A standard document created by a contractor detailing the activities,
deliverables and schedule for providing a specific service.
Statistical Process Control Acronym: SPC
Definition: A quality control procedure used to monitor process behaviour using
statistical methods.
Stickering
Definition: The act of labeling boxes of product with a customer specific sticker.
Stock-Keeping Unit Acronym: SKU
Definition: A distinct identification code for a stores product that is usually
portrayed as a machine-readable bar code that allows the product to be tracked.
Straight Truck
Definition: A truck that has the trailer and tractor mounted on the same chassis.
Strategic Alliance
Definition: A strategic business relationship where two or more firms that are
independent of one another co-operate together to achieve long-term goals.

Strategic Enterprise Management Acronym: SEM
Definition: The management techniques used to aid firms when deciding on
important strategic decisions.
Sub-Optimization
Definition: The practice of focusing on making changes to one component at the
expense of other components.
Subcontracting
Definition: A business practice where a firm or individual employs another firm
or individual on a contract to perform a specific task.
Subhauler
Definition: An independent contractor hired under a contract by a firm to drive
a tractor.
Sunk Cost
Definition: Costs that cannot be recovered, and have no relevance to future
receipts.
Supplier
Definition: The party that provides goods or services to another.
Supplier Certification
Definition: A formal procedure that suppliers must be subjected to certify that
they are operates, maintains, and documents the correct procedures that relate to
customer requirements.
Supplier-Owned Inventory
Definition: An alternative to Vendor-Managed Inventory where the supplier also
owns the inventory near or at the customer location until ultimate consumption.
Supplier Relationship Management Acronym: SRM
Definition: A comprehensive approach of engaging with suppliers on each level
to create more value from those interactions.
Supply Chain
Definition: A network between suppliers and a firm that creates a sequence of
processes involved in the producing and distributing of a specific product.

Supply Chain Execution Acronym: SCE
Definition: The flow of activities necessary for order fulfillment, procurement,
warehousing and transporting in a supply chain.
Supply Chain Event Management, Acronym: SCEM
Definition: A concept aimed at managing events that occur within and between
firms or partners to achieve company-wide transparency
Supply Chain Integration, Acronym: SCI
Definition: The process of closely aligning a supply chain
Supply Chain Inventory Visibility
Definition: A system put in place that tracks activities across a supply chain.
Supply Chain Management, Acronym: SCM
Definition: The overseeing of the flow of goods, materials, information and
finances as they move down the supply chain, and the management of all the
activities involved.
Supply Warehouse
Definition: A warehouse used to store raw materials.
Support Costs
Definition: The cost of tasks indirectly associated with the creation or delivering
of a product or service.
Surrogate Driver
Definition: A replacement for the ideal cost driver that is closely connected to
the ideal driver.
Sustaining Activity
Definition: An activity that benefits a firm on a whole but does not directly
contribute to product quality, revenue, or customer value.
SWOT Analysis
Definition: analysis technique used to further development, by examining a
firm’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.
Synchronization

Definition: The theory that all the activities in a supply chain are related and
interact in real time.

T
Tactical Planning
Definition: A shortterm strategic plan to improve current operational practices
in a firm.
Taguichi Method
Definition: a set of statistical procedures developed to improve quality of
produced goods.
Takt Time
Definition: An adjustable time unit to match the pace of production to the rate
customer demand.
Tare Weight
Definition: The weight of a substance without including the weight of the
container it is stored in.
Target Costing
Definition: An approach used by a firm to plan the desired price points, products
costs and margins to achieve for a new product in advance.
Tariff
Definition: a tax on imports or exports placed there by a government using HS
Codes.
Tasks
Definition: Breaking down an activity into smaller jobs.
Tender
Definition: A document that serves as a means of payment.
Terms and Conditions Acronym: T’s & C’s
Definition: The requirements and agreements that make up a contract.

Theory of Constraints Acronym: TOC
Definition: A concept used by firms to identify the main limiting factor that is
restricting the output of an entire system and then systematically improving the
factor.
Third Part Logistics
Definition: The process of outsourcing a firms supply chain operations to a
company that specializes in logistics.
Third-party logistics provider Acronym: 3PL
Definition: A firm that specialized in providing outsourced logistics services to
customers for part, or all of their supply chain management functions. (Mainly
concerned with physical distribution and logistics. Warehousing, clearing freight
forwarding, packaging, etc.)
Third Party Warehousing
Definition: Outsourcing of warehousing services by individual or firm selling
the goods.
Throughput
Definition: The measure of the rate of production of items passing through a
system.
Title
Definition: The legal rights to have ownership over something.
TMS
Definition: Transportation Management System
Total Average Inventory
Definition: Average normal use stock plus lead stock and safety stock.
Total Cost Analysis
Definition: A decision-making strategy that considers reduction of total costs
and recognizes the inter-relationship among variables in a system.
Total Cost Curve
Definition: The total fixed and variables costs per unit multiplied by the provided
units.

Total Cost Ownership
Acronym: TCO
Definition: A financial estimate of the direct and indirect expenses and benefits
of a product or system.
Total Cumulative Manufacture Cycle Time
Definition: The amount of time it taken between processing a good and its
completion into a finished good packaged and ready be shipped.
Total Product Revenue
Definition: The total value of sales made to customers plus discounts, coupons,
rebates, allowances.
Total Productive Maintenance Acronym: TPM
Definition: Team-based maintenance process of maintaining and improving the
quality systems through equipment, processes and employees.
Total Quality Management Acronym: TQM
Definition: A long-term success management approach that consists of
company-wide efforts to maintain high standards of work.
Total Supply Chain Management Cost
Definition: The total cost of all the activities associated with managing the
supply chain of a firm.
Total Supply Chain Response Time
Definition: The amount of time it takes to rebalance the supply chain after
responding to a change in demand in the market.
Touch Labor
Definition: The labor that is continuously directly related to a unit by adding
value to the product.
Toxic Substances Control Act Acronym: TSCA
Definition: An act introduced in the United States that controls and monitors
existing and new chemicals.
Tracing
Definition: A method of relating resources, activities and cost objects

Tractor
Definition: The driver compartment of a truck that also holds the engine.
Traceability
Definition: The process of tracing the location of an ongoing shipment.
Tracking and Tracing
Definition: The practice of monitoring and recording the movement of a
shipment from the point of origin to final destination.
Trading Partner
Definition: Firms that do business electronically with each other.
Trading Partner Agreement
Definition: A formal written contract that details the terms and conditions
between trading partners.
Traffic
Definition: The division that is accountable for arranging the most economic
means of shipping for incoming and outgoing goods.
Traffic Management
Definition: The management of transportation functions, carriers and services.
Trailer
Definition: The truck compartment that carries goods.
Trailer Drops
Definition: The delivery of a full truck to a warehouse and picking up of a new
one.
Trailer on a Flat Car, Acronym: TOFC
Definition: A truck trailer that is carried on a flat car.
Transaction
Definition: A single completed exchange. (The buying or selling of a product or
interaction between people)
Transactional Acknowledgment

Definition: The acknowledgement of a receipt and specific details such as price
changes, reschedules, etc.
Transit Time
Definition: The amount of time taken between the pickup and delivery of a
shipment.
Transparency
Definition: The extent to which businesses and end-users can gain information
about a firms suppliers and sourcing location.
Transportation Management System Acronym: TMS
Definition: Software created to allow firms to provide optimized transportation
operations by helping to move freight efficiently and cost-effectively.
Transportation Mode
Definition: The transportation method used to move goods.
Transportation Planning
Definition: The process of preparing an integrated supply chain transportation
plan for upcoming needs to move goods.
Transportation Security Administration Acronym: TSA
Definition: A division of the U.S Department of Homeland Security that focuses
on the safety of public transportation
Transshipment
Definition: The movement of goods from one vessel to another during the
journey.
Truck Stop Electrification Acronym: TSE
Definition: A truck stop where truck drivers can turn of their engines and plugin
the truck instead of leaving the engine running.
Truckload Carriers Acronym: TL
Definition: Trucking firms that are hired to transport full truckloads of freight
from the origin to the destination point directly.
Truckload Lot

Definition: A truck shipment that is eligible to for a lower freight rate due to
meeting the minimum weight.
Twenty-Foot Equivalent Unit Acronym: TEU
Definition: TEU stands for Twenty-Foot Equivalent Unit which can be used to
measure a ship's cargo carrying capacity. The dimensions of one TEU are equal
to that of a standard 20′ shipping container. 20 feet long, 8 feet tall

U
Ubiquity
Definition: A raw material that can be found anywhere.
Umbrella Rate
Definition: A ratemaking practice created by the International Chamber of
Commerce to protect another modes traffic by holding rates to a specific level.
Unbundled Payment/Remittance
Definition: To separate a payment from being delivered along with its
corresponding detail.
UNECE
Definition: United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
Uniform Code Council Acronym: UCC
Definition: A United States division in charge of administrating UCS, WINS,
and VICs, and providing UCS identification codes and UPC codes.
Uniform Commercial Code Acronym: UCC
Definition: A United States code that entails the laws governing commercial
transactions.
Uniform Product Code Acronym: UPC
Definition: A barcode that is read electronically that contains information on
price, classification, etc.
Uniform Resource Locator Acronym: URL
Definition: A unique location that identifies where a file can be accessed on the
Internet.
Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act
Definition: An act put in place to govern public warehousing.

Union Customs Code (Europe) Acronym: UCC
Definition: A framework used in Europe for the rules and procedures for
customs.
Unique Consignment Reference Acronym: UCR
Definition: A reference number used by Customs.
Unit Cost
Definition: The cost for an individual unit.
Unit Load Device Acronym: ULD
Definition: A container used to load freight.
Unit of Measure, Acronym: UOM
Definition: The unit that the quantity of an item is measured
Unit Train
Definition: a train in which all cars (wagons) carry the same commodity and are
shipped from the same origin to the same destination, without being split up or
stored en route.
United Nations Standard Product and Service code Acronym: UN/SPSC
Definition: A product coding used by the United Nations to provide an accurate
classification of goods.
Unitization
Definition: the process of combining several units into one load for ease of
handling.
Unitize
Definition: To combine several units into one large unit.
Unplanned Order
Definition: An order that was not prescribed to be a part of forecasted plans.
Upstream
Definition: In relation to production, this refers to the extraction stages.
Urban Mass Transportation Administration

Definition: A division of the United States Department of Transportation that is
in charge of overseeing transportation systems and providing financing.
U.S. Department of Agriculture Acronym: USDA
Definition: A United States government department in charge of overseeing
programs related to agriculture.

V
Valuation Charges
Definition: Additional insurance charge placed on the shipper of the shipment
has a value that is more than the amount that is stated under the carrier’s limits
of liability.
Value-Added Network Acronym: VAN
Definition: A firm that takes on the role as a clearinghouse for trading partners
who take part in electronic transactions.
Value-Added Reseller Acronym: VAR
Definition: A firm that resells products to end users but first adds features on top
of the existing product.
Value Added Tax Acronym: VAT
Definition: A tax on the purchase price that increases at each stage of production,
which the end user pays.
Value Based Return Acronym: VPB
Definition: An evaluation of the creation of value.
Value Chain
Definition: A sequence of activities that define a business process.
Value Chain Analysis
Definition: An analysis of the value chain to recognize the most important
activities.
Value-of-Service Pricing
Definition: The pricing of a product in accordance to the value it holds to the
firm that is transporting.
Value Proposition

Definition: A marketing statement intended to make a firm’s product more
appealing to customers.
Variable Cost
Definition: A cost that fluctuates with the level or output.
Velocity
Definition: The rate at which a product is moved through a warehouse.
(warehousing)
Vendor
Definition: The distributor or manufacturer of a product that sells the goods or a
service to another.
Vendor Code
Definition: A special code used to identify a vendor.
Vendor-Managed Inventory Acronym: VMI
Definition: Collaboration between customers and suppliers, where the supplier
is in charge of determining the order size and timing.
Vertical Hub/Vertical Portal
Definition: The act of providing a service among a specific industry.
Vertical Integration
Definition: A strategy used by firms where two or more stages of production are
combined.
Vessel
Definition: a structure designed to transport freight on water.
Vessel Manifest
Definition: A list of all the shipments that are aboard a vessel.
Virtual Corporation
Definition: A networked organization where firms, suppliers, and customers
share information about their markets.
Virtual Factory

Definition: An integrated model of a factory’s key subsystems that considers the
factory as one large unit and provides software, tools and decision support
capabilities to problems in the manufacturing system.
Virtual Private Network Acronym: VPN
Definition: A private network that creates an encrypted connection to provide
secure access over an unsecure network.
Visibility
Definition: The ability to view relevant information related to logistics.
Voice Activated
Definition: A system put in place to provide guidance to users by using voice
commands.
Voyage
Definition: A course of travel.
Vessel Sharing Agreement Acronym: VSA
Definition: An agreement reached between partners within a shipping
consortium who agree to operate a liner service along a specified route using a
specified number or vessels.

W
Wall-to-Wall Inventory
Definition: A technique used for inventory management in which material enters
a plant and is processed without having to enter a stock area.
War/Strike Clause
Definition: An insurance contract clause that states that loss that occurs during a
war or strike will be covered.
Warehouse
Definition: A place used for storage of goods.
Warehouse Management Acronym: WM
Definition: The management of business processes related to warehousing, such
as shipping, receiving, inventory cycle counts etc.
Warehouse Management System Acronym: WMS
Definition: The system put in place to aid in warehouse management, to
effectively manage business processes.
Warranty Costs
Definition: The costs associated returned products that undergo repair or
replenishment.
Waste
Definition: Something that has no added value to a good or service.
Waterway Use Tax
Definition: A tax charged for the use of a waterway by a barge carrier (per
gallon)
Wave Picking
Definition: A method used in WMS to aid in the flow of work daily in a
warehouse.

Waybill
Definition: A document that contains information on goods that are part of a
shipment by a common carrier.
Web Browser
Definition: An application that gathers web pages on the Internet and displays it
to the user.
Web Services
Definition: Information processing services delivered through Internet Portals
by third parties.
Weight Break
Definition: The volume of a shipment where the LTL charges is the same as the
TL charges at the minimum weight.
Weight Confirmation
Definition: The process of verifying and approving receipts or shipments related
to th weight of a shipment
Weight-Losing Raw Material
Definition: A raw material that’s weight reduces during processing.
Weight-Point Plan
Definition: A method used to evaluate a project by assigning weights to different
key performance indicators or non-monetary variables.
Weight Unit Qualifier
Definition: The measurement unit that the user wants to see to verify the weight
of a good or shipment.
Wharfage
Definition: A charge for the loading, unloading or storage of goods within the
authority’s property.
Wholesaler
Definition: See Distributor
Wide-Area Network Acronym: WAN

Definition: A computer network that links computer public or private data over
a large geographic area.
Without Reserve
Definition: A circumstance where the party acting on behalf of another has
authority to make decisions without approval of the party being represented.
Work In Process Acronym: WIP
Definition: Goods that are currently undergoing production and are finished.
World Customs Organization: Acronym: WCO
Definition: An organization put in place to oversee the efficiency and
effectiveness of customs practices.
World Trade Organization Acronym: WTO
Definition: An organization that replaced GATT and provides the framework of
the world trading system.
World Wide Web Acronym: WWW
Definition: A system of Internet servers where documents and other web
resources are identified by URLS, and users are able to search from them.

X
X12
Definition: Also known as the ANSI ASC
X12 is the authorized designation of the U.S national standards body in charge
of the maintenance of electronic interchange of business transactions.

Y
Yard Management
Acronym: YM
Definition: The overseeing of a firms yard and dock doors.
Yard Management System
Acronym: YMS Definition: A software system put in place to oversee a firm’s
truck movement and trailers in the yard of a manufacturing facility or
Yield
Definition: The income return on an investment, calculated as the ratio of usable
output from a process to its input

Z
Z ne of Rate Flexibility
Definition: An adjustable monetary exchange-rate system that lets the rate be
controlled by the market forces of supply and demand.
Zone of Rate Freedom
Definition: A zone where if a motor carrier raises or lowers the rate by 10 percent
in one year it is deemed
reasonable with ICC scrutiny.
Zone of Reasonableness
Definition: A zone where if the air carrier changes the rate it is deemed
reasonable without regulatory scrutiny.
Zone Picking
Definition: An order picking practice where
stock-keeping unites are divided into a variety of different zones and different
employees pick for a specified zone.
Zone Price
Definition: The consistent price of good at all geographic areas within a specified
zone.

#
80/20 Rule
Definition: Also known as the Pareto Principle. States that in regards to events,
80% of the outcomes come from 20% of the causes.

